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Disproportionate ratio of space to persons and 
persons in space, popularly known as density, as mediators 
of crowding experience, which is suggested to be an 
aversive one, were investigated in an informal experimental 
setting and a formal natural setting. '
In the experimental setting, density was mani­
pulated by assigning constant number of persons to rooms 
of varying sizes (spatial density), and by allocating 
constant space to groups of differing sizes (social density). 
In total 12 groups of three persons (male and female) and 
two groups of six (male and female) persons formed the 
total subjects used in the experimental study.
By manipulating social interaction with a task 
required discussion of choice dilemma problems, subjects' 
subjective feelings in the spatial densities of 9, 18, 43 
and 80 sq ft space per person and in the social density of 
3 and 6 persons with 18 sq ft space per person resulted 
in a significant difference in evaluation of same sex and 
other sex eagerness to participate in the discussion, that 
is, males were evaluated less eager than females both in 
spatial and social densities, but, it was found out 
that this difference was negligible at the spatial density 
of 43 sq ft space per person compared with densities of 
9, 18 or 80 sq ft space per person. Although the task
required taking chances, the spatial density conditions 
did not result in a significant variance in the decisions 
made.
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In the natural setting study, 19 groups of 8 to 
51 persons in classrooms allocating 13 to 75 sq ft space 
per person formed the subjects of this study, in which it 
was established that: the spatial and social density
experiences were different, and also that the range of 
acquaintanceship is determined by social density rather 
than by spatial density; finally that the spatial inade­
quacy is an unpleasant experience. It was proposed that 
in spatial and social density studies the investigations 
best be aimed at finding what density is right for what 
setting rather than studying the experience of individuals 
in a crowded and uncrowded setting.
4.
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Physiological malfunction and disorderly 
behaviour associated with the crowding of certain mammals 
in a given environment, turned the attention of many 
experts in man's social behaviour to assume similar 
possibilities for man, as he faces a serious population 
growth in his living environment.
In the past, population, according to Landes
(1972), was considered an important issue with regard to 
balance of power between nations, food supply, labour 
force and economic prosperity. Now that all these can 
be handled with efficiency through the aid of technology 
and science, for example: guided nuclear missiles instead
of troops, machine and computer in place of labour force 
and the use of family planning techniques to stabilize 
existing populations to ensure a prosperous economic con­
dition, the population still is a matter of great impor­
tance.
One of the aspects of present concern over the 
population issue, rests upon the rate at which men are 
coming together in ever growing settlements called cities 
and metropolises. For example, Toffler (1970) cites 
data that in I85O only four cities on earth had a population 
of a million or more, by 1900 the number increased to 
nineteen and by I96O reached to l4l. Such growth accor­
ding to Davis (1965), is because of rural urban migration
the
which occurs as a result of/cities' attraction as oientres 
of occupation and amenities. '
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The difficulty associated with this rate of 
growth in urbanisation, as postulated by Kirk (1974), is 
the spatial distribution of population and spatial expan­
sion of urban environment to avoid crowding and its 
detrimental effect. As suggested by Plant (1957),
human crowding causes "lack of self-sufficiency, destruc­
tion of illusions, sexual maladjustment, mental strain 
(negativism and irritatability) and lack of objectivity".
The spacing of people not only has aroused difficulty for 
policy makers, architects and planners to decide on 
optimum allocation of space among competing uses (Wingo, 
1963) but also has become a complex issue as Sociologists 
and Psychologists try to explain the increased social 
behavioural breakdowns of crowded city dwellers.
Here one has to bear in mind that the whole 
social technological evolution through various periods of 
man’s civilisation has emerged from grouping together by 
man, which stems from hunting and food gathering culture, 
a way of life in which grouping together meant gathering 
more food and was the only choice between death and sur­
vival. In this period, from pleistocene to late glacial 
age their density is reckoned to be at around 3.0 to 12.5 
persons per 100 sq. miles (Trewartha, I969), but since 
man’s biological and social technological evolution 
(Washburn & Lancaster, 1968), had evolved an infrastructure 
for more environmental adaptation, limit on the size of 
groups of hunters was removed and gradually a great change 
in the way of life emerged. This revolutionary change, 
led into the agricultural era and, according to Braidwood 
(i960), gave way to production of food rather than hunting
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or gathering it and consuming it immediately. It also 
resulted in a surplus of food and enabled man to survive 
longer.
Reduction in mortality rate with an improvement 
in birth rate, consequently caused an increase in popu­
lation size, which, since the time of first planters 
according to the table of historical population growth 
(see Table 1) by the United Nations (1973) has been 
growing and now if the rate remains constant it will be 
doubled in 35 years.
Table 1: Conjectures of historical population growth
Date Population Average Approximate number
B.C. 7000 (million) Annual of years required




1750 629-961 0.4 173 years
1800 813-1,125 0.4 173 years
1850 1,128-1,402 0.5 139 years
1900 1 ,550-1,762 0.5 139 years
1950 2,486 0.8 86 years
i960 2,982 1.8 38 years
1965 3,289 2 ^  35 years
The rhythm of this growth of population in 
parallel with the technological advances in utilising 
the immediate environment gave a new dimension to the 
pattern of human settlements and made our cave-dwelling 
ancestors occupy lands and form farming communities.
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The special need of these communities was spacing of 
their groups and farm land to settle the family, produce 
food, store possessions and extra food produced. Along 
with this demand as Goffman (1963) put it, a sense of 
ownership led to the emergence of territories.
Edney (1974) in conceptualising the manifes-
a
tation of territorial behaviour, defines it as/"set of 
behaviours that a person (or persons) displays in relation 
to physical environment that terms his and that he (or 
with others) uses more or less exclusively over time." 
Manifestation of such behaviour analogous to animals is 
not necessarily projected by aggressive reactions but by 
coding which according to Martin (1972) ranges from 
olfactory-auditory to visual signals or markers. For 
example, in primitive societies, Hediger (1962) referred 
to the use of olfactory signals (markers) by some Berbers 
in Morocco who "hung very smelly oily stuff on all four 
corners...of their house to keep demons away". Sommer 
(1969) in use of visual signals refers to fences and name 
plates.
The role of these territorial markers as Sommer 
& Becker (1969) put it, is that "not only they define 
what belongs to a person and what belongs to his neighbours, 
but also define who he is and what it means to be a neigh­
bour in the society". In other words these markers act 
as codes of conduct that regulate the human social behaviour 
For example Joiner (1971) has reported the influence of 
such markers in role-relationship formation and Lyman &
13.
Scott (1973) based on codes and conducts, distinguished 
four types of territories in which different behavioural 
patterns are required and displayed, such as: public
territories, where persons’ activities are restricted by 
legal codes; home territories, where certain spaces are 
monopolised or localised for particular purposes; inter­
actional territories, which have temporary use (a party);
and finally body territory, which is the space immediately
I
surrounding the person.
The importance of these territories as suggested 
by Becker (1973) is that they satisfy the important human 
needs and drives. For example in a study by Richard & 
Dobyns (1957) the support for this argument indicates that 
as the territory of filing forces of a company was deformed 
by the rearrangement of filing cabinets and desks (terri­
torial markers), a drop in filing speed was observed which 
-the investigators concluded had to do with the inhibition 
of customs and traditions existing in their behaviour in 
the old territorial layout.
The same process of territorial deformation is 
true of our living environment, for example Scheflen & 
Ashcroft (1976) emphasizing the territorial uncertainty 
that exists among urban dwellers, suggest the concept of 
uncustomary territorial forms and put the blame on popu­
lation pressure in urban areas, which throughout time have 
caused distortion and decrease in urban living spaces. 
Newman (1972) in support of the idea put forward the 
concept of "defensible space" in which the territorial 
markers and defined areas of occupier influence are less
14.
clear. In such cases Newman reported a higher rate of 
crime and disappearance of collective community actions.
Although this brief preview implies a functional 
relationship between human use of space and design patterns, 
the report here seeks an understanding of psychological 
experiences of the individual, when there is a dispro­
portionate occupancy of space.
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SECTION I 
COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF CROWDING
Human studies with regard to environmental 
variables, such as number of persons and space per 
person, stem from animal studies, which in turn were 
stimulated by the inability of scientists to find any 
organic cause for the mass mortality of some mammals, 
when at the peak of their numbers. For example. Piper 
(1909) in a population of meadow voles could not find 
any organistic cause for their self-limitation at their 
peak. Crew & Mirskaia (1931) reported that regard­
less of any infectious disease, death rate and repro­
ductive rate of mouse populations were affected by an 
increase in their number.
A physiological interpretation initiated by 
Cannon (1929) suggested that the cause of self-limitation 
is homostatic changes derived from adrenal medullary 
secretions. Selye (1946) postulated the General Adap­
tation syndrome, in which the organism adapts to stressors 
by morphological changes. Christian (1950) taking up 
Selye's point, reasoned that if population density is a 
stressor it eventually would have an inverse relationship 
with gonadal activity which can limit reproduction. 
Following this, Christian (1959) reported that gonadal 
atrophy and hypertrophy of adrenals followed linearly as 
the logarithm of density in tame mice population.
Several studies (Thiessen & Rodgers, I96I;
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Thiessen et al., 1962; Christian, 1963; Christian et al., 
1965) in experimental setting and Christian et al. (I96O) 
in natural setting have supported the notion.
A sociological interpretation, initiated by 
Calhoun (1952), relates the pathological symptoms of 
population density to the notion of social stress, which 
he inferred from his observation of a few pairs of rats 
in a 10,000 sq. ft. pen, where the food was sufficient 
at all times and space for more than 5,000 rats, but the 
break in the population occurred when there were consider­
ably less than 200 adult rats in the pen.
Calhoun's (1952) explanation of the phenomenon 
was that "whenever the density of a population becomes 
increased beyond that level to which hereditary-to-environ- 
ment provides optimum adjustment, then the individual 
and group must forfeit some of their potentials of 
behaviour if all members are to maintain adequate state of 
health".
Calhoun (1962) in a further experiment in which 
four pens were constructed in a square, and all but two 
of them were connected by a ramp, allowing greater density
in two pens, reported a variety of behavioural mal-
I
functions which he termed the "behavioural sink" phenomenon.
The anomalies that Calhoun identified with 
behavioural sink phenomenon are: a) failure in nest
building; b) failure in transportation of the pups;
c ) abnormality in sexual behaviour; d) abnormal aggressive 
acts; e) changes in reproductive and mortality rate?;
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£) failure in nursing pups. Wynn-Edwards (1962), Barnett 
(1964), Marsden (1972) have supported his findings.
Having identified such anomalies in crowded 
animals some investigators attempted to investigate the 
effect of a crowded condition on animal performances, for 
example, Levit & Bennet (1973) studied two groups of rats 
reared in a crowded and uncrowded condition with circular 
and triangular pieces hung in their cages in their early 
life. At the time of the experiment, at 90 days of age, the 
circle-triangle discrimination was used as the test and 
investigators reported that the crowded group learned the 
task in significantly fewer trials than did the uncrowded 
group. In the same experiment two other groups of rats 
we re., reared in the crowded and uncrowded condition, but 
this time without the circle and triangle pieces in their 
cage. The report also indicates similar findings as in 
previous conditions for this group, when the circle-triangle 
discrimination ws used as the test.
Left with the behavioural abnormalities promoted 
by behavioural sink phenomena in crowded non-humans a 
number of investigators in human social behaviour drew 
the analogy that cities produce a behavioural sink pheno­
menon in humans. For example, Gasparini (1973) in a study 
of Italian residential units reported that the quarrel­
someness between couples was 66.7% in units with 2.0 or 
more persons per room, while it was 33.3% when there was
0.5 persons per room, also in terms of spatial density he 
reported that nervousness among children aged 6-11 was 
26.6% of the sample when there was up to 20 sq. meters of
18.
space per person, while the percentage dropped to 12.3% 
where individuals had 20-30 sq. meters per person.
How significant this report is, can be judged 
in the review of pioneer approaches to human crowding, 
that is, urban studies, which will be followed by the 
experimental studies and finally by the theoretical review  ^





Rapid industrialisation has brought large concentra­
tions of people into cities and with it positive and negative 
arguments concerning the advantages and disadvantages of 
such concentration. Those in favour, approve of it because 
of the economic function and intellectual contribution that 
cities have in changing the national life (Turner, 1957; 
Sorokin & Zimmerman, 1969), and those against it, see the 
congested urban living environment as a threat to the 
organization of our social life, and alarm us by summing 
up the miseries associated with it, such as: physical
and mental illness, crime, juvenile delinquency and other 
social-psychological problems common in populous cities.
'The association of population density with 
various diseases was a known problem in the history of big 
cities (How, 1972; Cassel, 1972 ; Honikman, 1975), but 
a campaign against it was not formed until the beginning 
of the twentieth century. The pioneers of the campaign, 
Ebeneser Howard, who proposed depopulation of London through 
garden cities (Osborn, 1965), and Benjamin Marsh, who 
proposed planned communities to decentralise inner city 
population of New York (Kantor, 1974), opened a new 
chapter in planning and architecture for better understanding
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of the man-envlronment relation, which as Fischer et al.
(1975) suggested, covered issues such as size, designs, 
combinations and social composition of cities. Since 
all these were to benefit the crowded citÿ dwellers, a 
low density living environment compatible to human needs 
had to be aimed at (Bartholomew, 1974). But what is 
density? At what level is it convenient?
Kilbridge et al. (1970) defined it as the 'ratio 
of some count of persons divided by some measures of unit 
area', and introduced 266 density measures based on various 
qualities of persons and space (see Table 2).
Table 2. ' Matrix of density measures
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Galle et al. (1972) suggested that the number of 
persons per room, the number of rooms per housing unit, 
the number of housing units per structure and the number 
of residential structures per acre as the determinant 
elements of density. Michelson (1970) proposed that the 
number of persons per room, number of persons per dwelling 
unit and number of persons per residential land are 
indicators of density. Mercer (1975) in reviewing.the '
Ministry of Housing and Local Government regulations refers 
to two density measures: a) External-Living-Environment (E.L.E.);
b) Internal-Living-Environment (I.L.E., ), and proposes that in 
crowding studies the investigation of E.L.E. and I.L.E. 
rate of exchange "if there is any" helps to produce a 
behavioural index of crowded populations.
In general, the man-unit area as a measure of
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density has aroused objections, for example Day & Day (1973) 
suggested that the simple man-land ratio is a crude way of 
measuring density, because it reveals little about either 
actual level of density or psychological and social effect 
of it. Rapaport (1975) taking a similar view stresses 
that density is beyond the number of people per unit area 
and should be studied through the relationship of: a) people
and people (form and arrangement of people in space);
b) people and objects (the defence people use to control 
interaction); c) objects and objects (the nature of 
boundaries).
Nevertheless, man-unit area either in the form 
of internal density such as persons per room, or external, 
that is, population per net acre, was used to establish a 
correlation between these density measures and social and 
mental breakdowns in crowded cities.
An early attempt was made by Pollock & Furbush 
(1921) who tried to correlate density with mental illness; 
later a positive relationship was reported by Landis &
Page (1938). Similar investigations by Farris & Dunham 
(1939), Malzberg (1940), Schroeder (1942), Lantz (1953),
Bain (1974) reported a density (population per net area) 
and psychological breakdown relationship.
The same method of investigation as above was 
used to correlate the social problems of big cities such 
as crime, delinquency, anti-social behaviour and family 
disorganisation with density. Initial work by Sorokin 
& Zimmerman (1929) encouraged more investigations when a 
simple relationship between density and its detriments was
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reported, studies of Watts (1931), White (1931), Dottier 
(1938), Shaw & Mckay (1942), Lander (1954), Schmitt (1957, 
63, 66), Schmid (I960), Chilton (1964), Wallis & Maliphant 
(1967), Kyllonen (I967), Zimbardo (1969), Factors & Waldron
(1973), Harris (1973) provided further support concerning 
overall man-unit area density and the cited disorder 
relationships.
Turning from external measures of density, one 
must also note the internal density studies, that is, 
taking into account persons per room and per dwelling unit.
A number of studies, for example, Roy (1950), Loring (1956), 
Bordua (1958), Chombart Delaw (1959), Schorr (1964),
Mitchell (1971), Gasparini (1973), Murray (1974) have 
reported the impact of such density on family disorgani­
sation .
Mortality, infant mortality, fertility and
physical well-being have also been found to correlate with
man-unit area (Schmitt, 1963-66; Winsborough, 1965;
Galle et al., 1972; Factors & Waldron, 1973; Levy &
Herzog, 1974), but after partialling out such variables
and
as: socio-economic level /occupation, there were incon­
sistencies in showing density effect. Contradictory 
to such studies are the surveys by Wilner et al. (1962), 
Anderson (1972), Draper (1973), Michelson & Garland (1974),
Freedman et al. (1975) reported no density effect when
were
socio-economic and educational variables/independently 
considered.
The reason for inconsistencies and contra- 
'dlctions- among urban studies are attributed by Gillis
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(1974) to differences between researchers' indicator 
of density, social pathology and differences between 
populations examined. In support of this argument 
Rosenberg (1968) emphasises that there should be a dis­
tinction between density (external measures) and 
crowding (internal measures) in urban density studies.
Also Webb (1975) stresses that density and crowding 
should not be used interchangeably since this brings 
erroneous results.
Discrepancies in the studies of the urban 
density-pathology relationship plus popular speculations 
made about the behaviour of urban man, Wirth (1939) who 
proposed that "in city, primary group relationships were 
replaced by secondary contacts that were impersonal, 
segmental, superficial, transitory and often predatory in 
nature". Simmel (1957) postulated the notion of intensi­
fication of the nervous stimulations as metropolitan man's 
mind has become more calculating. Keyfitz (1966) sug­
gested that mutual respect and close contact in metro­
politan man, in contrast to the villagers (for protection 
from overstimulation by too many contacts), is based on 
specialisation rather than affective reactions; and 
Milgram (1970) pointed to the restriction in social 
involvements as urban man experiences excessive social 
inputs, were enough encouragement to psychologists to 
seek evidence with respect to the mentioned beliefs, which 
is reviewed in the next section.
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2. Laboratory Studies
In gaining Insight into the reality of popular 
speculations and correlational findings in relation to 
density and crowding in human behaviour, experimenters 
employed the stress model introduced by Calhoun (1962) 
and centred their investigations upon affective responses 
of individuals to crowding, and presumed that, in crowded 
situations, factors such as population size and spatial 
availability act as stressors.
The assumption developed by psychologists as to 
how these factors function, suggests that a crowded and 
dense situation distorts the expected level of crowding 
factors in individuals and thereby promotes experience 
of being crowded and eventually arouses aversive feelings
i ) Population size factors
As previously cited, there are two ways in 
which population increases, one, through the natural 
causes (high fertility and low mortality), and the other 
by artificial means (urbanisation).
There are numerous views as to how population 
size can be a stressor, some, which will be reviewed here 
assume that too many people provokesaversive experiences 
by affecting individuals' subjective feelings such as: 
privacy, territoriality and goal achievements.
a) Privacy. Privacy preferences, if interfered with.
26.
that is, when an individual's option for an expected level 
of social contact, observation, noise or odour becomes 
incompatible with population density, as postulated by 
Marshal (1973), crowding would be perceived. In her 
study, she divided the occupants of the houses into three 
groups with regard to their distances from their nearest 
neighbour (10-20 ft., 20-50 ft. and 50 ft. or more), and 
reported that subjects rated their home as crowded when
there were more persons per room and they, had inadequate
when a
insulation; for example,/neighbour could be overheard, 
and also when there were more houses visible from their 
window. On the contrary subjects with enough privacy 
did not experience any of the cited stimulations perceived 
by the previous group.
In the same survey, she also reported six dif­
ferent levels of privacy preferences, namely: solitude,
wanting to be alone; reserve, keeping onself undisclosed; 
intimacy, wanting to part from a group; anonymity, seeking 
social noninvolvement; seclusion, being in an isolated 
home and finally not neighbouring, not having unwanted 
visitors. She also reported that these privacy preferences 
are negatively related to density.
In a study by Macdonald & O'Dean (1973) ten 
married couples and forty five singles were put in dif­
ferent conditions of density for 12 weeks, 12 hours, six 
days a week training. Crowded group were 5 married 
couples in a 30 X 30 ft. room with bunk beds and an 
adjoining toilet which they all shared. Non-crowded
27.
group were the other 5 married couples who were put up 
in a hotel bedrooms with private bathroom, and 45 singles 
who were lodged in a very spacious dormitory. The report 
shows that although privacy was absolutely lacking in the 
crowded group, they maintained a high level of academic, 
social and interpersonal behaviour in comparison with 
the others; nevertheless, the crowded married couples 
indicated that their marital intimacies were greatly 
reduced.
The favourable results for the crowded group 
in the above study is perhaps because of the use of bunk 
beds in the crowded room, as its function, when investi­
gated by Rohner (1974) is that it enhances visual privacy. 
In his study, interpersonal relationships of 58 pairs of 
room-mates of a college sharing a twin bedroom and bunk 
bedroom were investigated. The size of the rooms, 11 x 
14.5 ft. with 85 sq. ft. of moving space in twin bedrooms 
and 105 sq. ft. in the bunk bedrooms. The report indi­
cates that: people sharing twin bedrooms changed room­
mates significantly more than did the people in bunk 
bedrooms. The conclusion was that greater privacy and 
availability of more space in the bunk bedrooms had eased 
the relationships.
In a residential survey, Eoyang (1974) examined 
the effect of the occupancy rate and the degree of personal 
privacy on living space rating of two to Ifive residents 
in identical trailer houses, consisting of 3 bedrooms, 
two bathrooms, kitchen and a dining area. The results 
indicate that: trailers with 3 or fewer residents who
28
did not share bedrooms rated their living space as more 
roomy than did the four or more occupants who also did 
not share bedrooms, and that there was no significant 
difference in rating the living space between the four 
or more occupants who shared bedrooms (no privacy) and 
the same number of occupants who did not share bedrooms.
b ) Territoriality. The evolvement of territorial 
behaviour as a result of the need for a place to settle 
and its deformation as a result of design pattern to 
meet the housing need of populous cities and its 
behavioural implications were briefly noted in the intro­
duction of this report. Here, however, the aim is to 
highlight a few studies in which territoriality,as Shaw
(1976) considered it an individual tendency to possess 
space and assume without owning it proprietary rights over 
a period of time,is investigated.
Altman & Haythorn (I967) in comparing the 
behaviour of socially isolated dyads confined in a small 
room for ten days and non-isolated dyads who had access 
to outside people and facilities, reported that: the
former dyads showed withdrawal from one another and tended 
to possess and use a particular locale (chair, table or 
bed) which was not intruded on by either depending on 
personality dominance incompatibilities.
Pried & De Fazio (1974) reported that in a low 
density (0-15 passengers) subway car, people tended to 
use territorial-like spaces, that is, the end seat of the 
long benches and two seat passengers which are separated
29.
from one side by a pole and create a private boundary, 
and if these seats were taken, subjects chose the middle 
seats in the long benches.
In the medium density (l6-40 passengers) car, 
the tendency was on standing territorial spaces rather 
than occupying the empty seats without territorial-like 
spaces. The preferred standing spaces are the door 
area, and if individuals were pushed, the reaction was 
not to give up the territory but to change side to let 
others pass; it was also found that people did not use 
hand grips because with train and passengers in motion 
they do not provide stable territories and maximise 
intrusion. In the high density (4o passengers or more) 
car, where all the preferred territorial-like spaces are 
unavailable, subjects' psychological mechanisms such as 
withdrawal seemed very obvious by reading newspapers or 
the advertisements in the car and looking,at the dark 
tunnel through the windows.
c) Goal achievements. Goal achievement as a population 
size attribute in the experience of crowding stems from 
the points made by Proshansky et al. (1972) that man is a 
goal directed organism and presence of others may enhance 
frustration in the individual's achievement of some pur­
poses (Ittelson et al., 1974).
Field studies, where there is a natural high 
concentration of people, lends support to the cited notion, 
for example, Ittelson et al. (1970) in comparing the social 
behaviour of patients in wards occupied by 1, 2, 3 or 4, 6,
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8 and 12 persons, reported that as the number of occupancy 
Increased, the social behaviour from active (patient-patient; 
patient-staff and patient-visitor interaction) changed to 
frequent passive (lying in bed, sitting alone, and aSleep) 
behaviour.
Wolfe (1975) taking into account the group size 
in the children psychiatric wards, reported significant 
group size effect on passive behaviour in replication of 
the above study.
Bickman et al. (1973), in a population of dor­
mitory students, reported that high density dormitory 
students showed less helping behaviour, that is, mailing 
the letters dropped by experimenters on dormitory floors, 
addressed to a dormitory resident, in comparison with the 
medium and low density dormitory occupants. Also, 51% 
in low density dormitory judged their dormitory atmosphere 
as cooperative, whereas 22% and 17% respectively in medium 
and high density had the same judgment. In dormitory-mate 
evaluation regarding lik#ing others, 30% had positive 
feelings in the low density dormitory, whereas only 12% 
in high density showed such a feeling.
Mackintosh et al. (1975) viewed the presence of 
too many others as distracting and studied the attention and 
memory of the subjects in two public places.
In the first run of the study, 28 female students 
individually for a period of 30 minutes, on (l6 subjects) 
and off (12 subjects) peak shopping time,were asked to 
describe 12 shoes in the display and also 3 persons in that 
area in as much detail as possible . Then for another 30
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minutes she was asked to answer a questionnaire and go
through some tests with regard to her experience of the
work setting. The results indicated that subjects in
situation
the high density/ overall, had less detail of the shoes 
and persons, and had less accurate picture of the area 
they were working in.
In the second run, 20 male and 20 female sub­
jects, individually, for a period of 30 minutes, half in 
and the other half off the peak time, were asked to fill a 
list which included items on location spotting in a railway 
station, then for another 30 minutes were asked to answer 
a questionnaire and respond to tests regarding their 
experiences in the setting. The results showed that, 
overall, high density subjects checked less items than 
did their counterparts and females in high density showed 
more positive feelings towards others while high density 
males expressed more negative feelings.
In establishing the negative effects of popu­
lation density, Paulus et al. (1975) measured the crowding 
tolerance of prisoners by asking them to place doll figures 
in a simulated room measuring 12.5 x 7.5 with wall 4.5 inches 
high, and reported that the affective scores of 26 or more 
men in prison dormitories was considerably negatively 
related to crowding tolerance than did the scores of two 
or one man cell occupiers.
Also in the prison setting, McCain et al. (1976) 
reported that there was a higher rate of illness complaints 
by individuals in 26 or more man dormitories than it was 
for two or one man cell occupiers.
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The study of population density on children also 
supports the negative implications of density, for example, 
Hott & Vaizy (1966) filmed and observed social behaviour
i
of fifteen autistic, brain damaged and normal children 
between 3 to 8 years of age, mixed with other children in 
groups of small (6 and less), medium (7 to 11) and large 
(12 or more) children at a hospital playground measuring 
27 X 17.5 ft. The results show that normal children 
became aggressive only in the large group; that brain 
damaged children showed aggression with increased group 
size; that autistic children showed no aggression across 
the density at all. Also, that normal children projected 
less social interaction as density increased; that brain 
damaged children were significantly interactive only in 
the medium size group; and finally that autistic children 
were less interactive only in medium size groups.
Turning from natural setting studies to experi­
mental ones, negative effect of density as a result of 
goal achievement was studied by Bergman (1971) who adminis­
tered a success-failure task and manipulated goal achieve­
ment for subjects in groups of 3, 8 and 12 males, and led  ^
some to believe that their performance on reconstruction 
of some sentences yielded an outstanding success, average 
or failure. The results indicate that failure groups 
rated their group as too large for comfort more than did 
their supposedly successful counterparts.
Freedman et al. (1971) rigidly taking the view 
that sheer number of people is an aversive stimulus, 
assumed impairment in the subjects' performance. In the
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first run of the experiment they studied groups of nine
subj ects
and five same sex/in rooms measuring l60, 80 and 35 sq. 
ft., for three days, four hours a day, while they were 
engaged in a total of seven tasks; that is, simple tasks, 
such as crossing out a number in a sheet, and complex 
tasks, such as naming a variety of uses for a shown object. 
The results show no performance discrepancy across the 
density, but overall, the female group were reported to 
have performed better than the males in the hi^density.
In the second run of the study, using only the 
small (35 sq. ft.) and large (l80 sq. ft.) rooms, and 
groups of nine and seven same sex subjects, and only a 
total of three tasks with half of the subjects extra 
motivated by the promise of additional money when the 
experiment was over, the results showed the replication 
of the first run with the exception that extra motivated 
subjects did better only in the simple task.
The third and final run was composed of groups 
of nine females who were not students, as in the previous 
runs. They were put either in the large or in the 
small room, but again the results showed that the group 
performed as well in the large as in the small room.
Skolnick et al. (1972) kept 88 subjects in a 
crowded room (8 sq. ft. per person) and 15 subjects in a 
non-crowded room (l6 sq. ft. per person). The obser­
vation of the two groups indicated that subjects in the 
crowded group soon split into groups ranging from two to 
ten persons while the uncrowded group remained a 
unit; that crowded subjects, overall, showed more
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resistance towards the experiment and stole food from 
each other; that subjects in the crowded room did show 
territoriality, in contrast to the non-crowded group, by 
occupying a place which was not changed even when they 
moved to get their meals; that amusement in the crowded 
room was centred around the use of objects, while the 
uncrowded group having had available the same objects 
maintained talking to each other rather than organising 
games or using the materials; that subjects in the 
crowded room covered the speaker once the noise mani­
pulation started, whereas uncrowded subjects just laughed 
as they heard the noise of traffic horns or pneumatic 
drills; that at the meal times subjects in the crowded 
room became competitive while the uncrowded group were 
cooperative; that crowded subjects resisted a clean-up 
attempt while the uncrowded subjects cooperated in col­
lecting the wastes in the room. Overall, the crowded 
subjects subjects and the uncrowded subjects both stayed 
for the whole period of the experiment although if they 
wished they could have left.
With this rather successful attempt in showing 
behavioural changes as a result of density, experiments 
were initiated to examine the saliency of spatial factors 
in a dense situation, which is reviewed in the next 
section.
ii) Spatial factors
Since the orientation of one's behaviour is 
in a milieu (Wapner et al., 1976), it is inevitable that
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certain classes of Individual behaviour will be influenced 
by the interaction of man-milieu (Barker, 1968; Insel & 
Moos, 1974), which from now on will be referred to as man- 
space interaction.
The earliest reference to spatial attributes is 
Dawe (1934) who referred to spatial positions and reported 
that children in a kindergarten classroom, seated in the 
front, made more remarks and spoke more than did children 
in the back of the classroom. Steinzor (1950) in support 
of the idea did an experiment on seating positions and 
reported that in a group of ten subjects seated in a circle, 
subjects who were in the direct view of the previous speaker 
continued talking while those who were not in direct view 
of the speaker did not.
Another attribute which was proposed is the 
distance that individuals place between themselves. The 
idea originally stems from Hall (1959) , an anthropologist 
who suggested that man unconsciously uses the space to 
regulate social interaction, and it can vary from culture 
to culture. Hall (1966) being more specific on this use 
of space by humans introduced the concept of proxemic 
behaviour and distinguished four spatial zones which are 
as follows:
a) Intimate distance which ranges from body up to l8 inches 
and is characterised by increased sensory inputs and is 
accompanied by high physical involvement at an intimate 
level.
b) Personal distance which ranges from one and a half to 
four feet, and there is relatively comfortable sensory
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Input and physical Involvement which is not necessarily 
an intimate distance but is the zone in which friendly 
exchanges occur.
c) Social distance, in which general impersonal exchanges 
occur at around four to twelve feet.
d) Public distance, which ranges from twelve to more than 
twenty five feet and serves as a public addressing 
distance.
The stressfulness of inappropriate proximity was 
investigated by Baxter & Deanovich (1970) who in an 8 x 10 ft. 
room, asked each of their 48 female subjects to sit at 
one end of a table and their experimenter sat on the right 
hand of the subject, either in close proximity (less than 
6 inches) or in far proximity (nearly 4 ft.). In these 
conditions a story about the relationships of a male and 
female doll figure was read to the subject and then she was 
asked to rate her feelings on a rating scale as if she 
was the female doll in the story. The report indicates 
that subjects who experienced close proximity projected 
more anxiety in their ratings than did those in far 
proximity.
Further support for the stressfulness of inappro­
priate proximity was reported by Worchel & Tedllie (1976) 
who manipulated proximity in a group of 8 subjects by 
assigning them to a small (12 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft.) room or 
large (20 ft. 6 in. x 11 ft. 6 in.) room. While in the 
small room the close proximity allowed body contact, there 
was a distance of 19.5 inches between the chairs in the 
large room, placed in a circle formation. Subjects were
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•engaged for ten minutes in forming words and coming up with a 
group list, which then was used as a performance test across 
the conditions. Then in another two ten minute periods, as an 
individual and group reached a verdict upon a juvenile case 
which also were used to measure the feeling across the 
conditions. The results indicated that in close proximity 
subjects did significantly worse in forming words than 
did far proximity groups, there was no significant room 
size effect. On juvenile case verdict, close proximity 
group were significantly more severe in their verdict than 
were the far proximity group, the room size effect was also 
non-significant. Another finding which was reported, is 
that groups formed more words in rooms with pictures on 
the wall than without them.
Epstein & Karlin (1975) studied the performance 
and attitude of subjects in two levels of proximity (inti­
mate and social distance) in a small and large room.
Fourteen groups of same sex college students, each group 
composed of six males or females, sat on two rows of three 
chairs placed opposite each other in a crowded condition 
( 4 x 4  ft. room) and non-crowded condition (33 x 18 ft. room). 
In the crowded room bodily contact, either from the sides 
or front was inevitable, while the non-crowded group had 
42 ft. side distance and 1\ ft. face to face distance.
Each group without permission to talk together were kept 
for 30 minutes either in small or in a large room, then 
were directed to another room in which eighteen chairs were 
placed around the perimeter and twelve chairs in the centre 
of the room, subjects in this room were judged on their '
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performance on a simple cognitive task, creative uses
the
task and group cohesiveness task followed by/prisoner's 
dilemma game, the total time spent in this room was 60 
minutes.
Results indicated that subjects in the middle 
seats in crowded conditions did better on the simple task 
than did their non-crowded counterparts; subjects in 
the side seats did not differ very much in either con­
dition, but proximity affected males more than females, 
that is, female subjects in evaluating others were more 
positive than their non-crowded counterparts while male 
subjects evaluated others more negatively than did their 
non-crowded counterparts.
Sommer (1959) in explaining the psychological
foundation of the proxemic distances, distinguishes another
attribute, that is, personal space, and Sommer (1959) in
an
defining it refers to an area with/invisible boundary 
■surrounding a person's body in which intruders may not 
come.
The work of Lett et al. (1969), Fisher & Byrne
(1975), Lomranz et al. (1975) and Altman (1975) reveals 
that the threshold limit of this boundary is related to 
sex, age, personal, cultural and situational factors.
Since in most of these studies the boundary is passively 
violated they do not directly relate to crowding, and they 
are not reviewed here. However, there are some relevant 
studies, for example, Cozby (1975), who examined the 
assumption that persons with close or far personal space 
differ in their reaction to density and crowding. In
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his experiment, subjects' personal space was measured by 
the experimenter approaching the subject or the subject 
approaching the experimenter until the subject felt dis­
comfort; then a model room with no windows measuring 
19.8 X 9.93 X 5.37 inches filled with 25 or 3 doll 
figures (exemplifying high v. low density) was shown to 
subjects and they were asked to imagine the figures as 
people and themselves among them in the model room which 
represents a 30 x 15 ft. room, for the purpose of attending 
a party or to study for examinations. The results indi­
cate that close personal space subjects did not dislike 
the dense situation as much as did the far personal space 
subjects. I
In a rather realistic approach, Rawls et al.
(1972) in two successive studies, examined the performance 
of the close versus far personal space subjects in real 
conditions of density. In study one, the personal space 
of 56 volunteer college students was measured, while 
subjects approached a male confederate in four directions 
(front, rear, left and right sides), and were asked to stop 
whenever they felt the distance was close enough for them. 
Then they were directed into the experimental room, 
measuring 7 x 9 ft. with a table 2.5 x 5 ft. in it.
Subjects in groups of two, four and eight sat behind 
the table side by side and face to face, then they engaged 
in three psychomotor tasks; that is, eye-hand coordination 
for one minute, flexibility of closure and visualisation 
for three minutes each. The results show that far personal 
space groups' overall performance decreased as a result of
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Increase in density, while for the close personal space 
groups the effects across the density conditions were 
insignificant.
In study two, having obtained as in the previous 
session the personal space of 48 male college students, a 
comparison was made between two levels of density, that is,
.two_a.nd .eight persons in the room; the task which was 
given to them was to add and subtract two columns of figures 
in forty minutes. The results show that, mathematical 
ability being equal, subjects with close personal space 
completed more correct problems than did far personal space 
subjects in the high density condition.
A further attribute is the atmospheric condition 
of the space, such as temperature, studied by Griffith & 
Veitch (1971), who reported that subjects in a high 
density group (12 to I6 persons) and in an identical con­
venient temperature felt warmer than did those in low 
density (3 to 5 persons) group, the high density group 
also were more negative in rating their feelings towards 
a stranger than were the low density group.
The final attribute which is assumed to be more 
critical in mediating the experience of crowding is the 
amount of space per person. Investigation of this, 
aspect was initiated by McGrew (1970) who observed the 
behaviour of children aged 38 to 59 months in a kinder­
garten playroom measuring 36 x 22 ft., in one session she 
observed the groups of 8 to 10 and then 12 to I6 subjects 
while they had the total area available to them, in the 
second session she observed the same group sizes but in
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only 80% of the area available to subjects. Having 
divided the play area into squares measuring 7.2 x 7.2 ft., 
she reported that physical contact was not significantly 
affected in the group of 8 to 10 in either large or 
smaller space; this also was true of the group of I6 to 
20. The frequency of physical contacts was less in the 
group of 16 to 20 in the smaller space than it was for 
the group of 8 to 10. This was interpreted as avoidance 
behaviour, which lends support to the idea that an 
unbalanced ratio of people and space is stressful.
Loo (1972) employing the same model as above, 
but without differing the group size, studied behaviour 
of children aged four and five years. Ten groups of them, 
in groups of six (3 girls and 3 boys) subjects were 
observed in two sessions of free play in high spatial 
density room (265.1 sq. ft.), and in low spatial density 
room (905 sq. ft.), each session lasting 48 minutes.
The results indicate that girls were not different in 
showing aggressive acts in either density, while boys 
showed increased aggressive acts in low density; in 
high density there was less group interaction with more 
subjects playing on their own; in high density girls were 
•m’ore dominant while boys did not differ in either condition.
Following a similar view, Freedman et al. (1972) 
examined the behavioural implications of high versus low 
spatial density on eight groups of four males and nine 
groups of four females in a large room (75.25 sq. ft.), 
and 8 groups of four males and nine groups of four females 
in a small room (25 sq. ft.). These spaces were created
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in a room by using wooden partitions 8 ft. high (the 
height of actual room was 11 ft.). Subjects sat on four 
chairs, placed in the middle of each wall, and were 
asked to get acquainted with each other; after an hour 
they were asked to discuss issues that students face in 
college life and come out with an individual proposition 
or solution; in the third hour there was a cooperative 
task (labyrinth game), and in the final hour of the experi­
ment a competitive task (prisoner's choice dilemma). This 
was followed by a questionnaire on the conditions of the 
experiment and their feelings about them. The results 
indicate that there were no spatial density effects on 
the outcome of the discussion or the cooperative task and 
also no sex differences emerged, but in the competitive 
task, although there was not a significant density effect, 
a significant density by sex interaction was observed, 
that is, male subjects were more competitive in the high 
spatial density while females were more competitive in low 
spatial density.
In the second run of the study,instead of simu- *
lated rooms, ordinary rooms, a small (100 sq. ft.) and a
subj ects,
large (300 sq. ft.) were used, and groups of seven same sex/ 
instead of four. They sat in a circle arrangement in 
either room for three hours and had to give a verdict upon 
the hearing of a court trial involving five different 
crimes; the first three cases required individual verdicts 
but for the last two, a group verdict was also required.
This was followed by a post experiment questionnaire.
Half of the 27 groups in the experiment received a static
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white noise. The results show that the severity of 
sentences did not differ significantly across the density 
with or without noise, but there were significant sex 
differences, that is, males gave longer sentences in the 
high spatial density while females did so in the low 
spatial density regardless of noise manipulation.
The third run of the experiment included 16 
mixed sex groups, two males and two females in each group 
who were assigned into low or high spatial density, and 
there was no noise manipulation but the same instruction 
as in the previous run was given to them. The result was 
that there was no density effect or even a sex by density 
effect.
  ~— .... Ross et al. (1973) studied the affective feelings
of subjects toward themselves and others while crowded in 
a large room (124 sq. ft.) and in a small room (46 sq. ft.). 
The rooms were built by using wooden partitions 8 feet 
high, the height of the original room was 10 ft. Subjects 
in groups of 8 of the same sex sat on chairs placed in a 
U-shape formation allowing bodily contact in the small 
crowded room and 15.5 inches distance in the large uncrowded 
room. The task was, first individually and then in iso­
lation to respond to twelve choice dilemma problems .(Wallach 
& Kogan) which then was followed by a group discussion, 
either in a small or in a large room and for the minimum of 
5 or maximum of 20 minutes; finally the post experiment 
questionnaire was handed out.
The results are that females looked at others 
relatively more in the small room while males did so in the
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large room; the small room was warmer and stuffier than 
the large room; subjects felt upset in the small room and 
in the longer discussion period, and in the large room in 
the shorter discussion period; males negatively rated 
themselves in the small room while females did so in the 
large room; males negatively evaluated others in the small 
room while females were more positive towards others in the 
small room. Apart from these sex differences crowding 
was not significantly differently experienced by the sexes.
Stokols et al. (1973) using the same simulated 
experimental rooms as in the previous study, engaged groups 
of 8 same sex subjects (32 males group and 32 females 
group) in a quiz game in which each subject read one of 
the quiz items to the group and expected an answer from 
only one member in the group. If he or she was correct 
a positive point was scored and if not a negative point 
was given, respectively a cooperative or competitive mood 
was manipulated by rewarding the individuals with high 
scores in the competitive group and high group score in 
the cooperative condition. Finally a post experiment 
questionnaire and sheet of paper to write down the name 
of group members was handed out. The results are that 
subjects generally considered the small room significantly 
smaller than the subjects in the large room considered that 
room, and particularly males in the competitive condition 
than females; that generally females felt more cooperative 
during the experiment than did males; that subjects felt 
more patient, relaxed and less upset in the cooperative 
condition in the large room; that self-aggressiveness was
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evaluated higher by males in the small room than by 
females; that subjects felt more uncomfortable and per­
ceived the room as hotter in the small room than in the 
large room; and finally that females perceived the small 
room as cozy while males considered it to be stark.
Sundstorm (1973) studied social exchange 
behaviour of subjects with confederates in a high and low 
spatial density. The results are that subjects in the 
high spatial density (3 male subjects and 3 male confeder­
ates facing each other in two rows of three chairs in a 
36 sq. ft. room) felt more crowded and less comfortable 
and rated the room as warm; that their scores on verbal 
(expressing opinion and disclosing themselves to others) 
and nonverbal (looking, body movements, playing with an 
object) indicators of stress declined as the time passed; 
finally, that in contrast with low spatial density (228 
sq. ft. room) where there was no physical contact or inter­
ruption of expression by confederates subjects in the high 
spatial density looked less at the confederate.
Slemin (1973) studied the anxiety arousing effect 
of spatial density on eight groups of same sex subjects 
(144 male students) seated in a circle in a small room 
(7 X 6 ft.) or large room (l4 x 10 ft.). The conditions 
included a competitive group interaction. A pre­
experiment anxiety measurement (two weeks before the 
experiment) showed that groups assigned to each condition 
did not differ in their anxiety score. The results are 
that crowding did not arouse anxiety as was predicted; 
that subjects in the competitive group experienced more
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anxiety than did cooperative subjects; that crowding 
had no effect on hostility feelings; and finally per­
formance on non-social interaction task was not affected 
by crowding manipulation,
Sherrod (1974) taking the view that crowding is 
an aversive stimulus, reasoned that it perhaps, like 
noise, has an after effect, therefore studying it on 
groups of eight same sex subjects (71 female students) in 
a small room and large room, respectively 37 sq. ft. and 
150 sq. ft., reported that on non-social interaction task 
there was no crowding effect on performances across the 
density but that subjects who were crowded were signifi­
cantly less persistent in solving the puzzles in the post 
crowding room (230 sq. ft.); that the crowded subjects 
with no previous information with regard to their choice 
of leaving the room if they wanted, perceived more crowding 
than those who were crowded but knew they could leave if 
they wanted to; finally, that there was no significant 
crowding effect on enjoyment of the experiment.
Emiley (1975) studied the performance of subjects 
while engaged in team work in high spatial and low spatial 
density. The experimental room was 8 x 10 ft. and the 
amount of free space in it could be reduced by changing 
the size of a work table in the room. In the first run 
of the experiment, subjects were in groups of four of the 
same sex. Subjects were engaged in a model construction 
which needed cooperation in either high spatial density or 
low spatial density. The results are that the high 
spatial density subjects reported being significantly more
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crowded, but no impairment in performance or negative 
feelings towards others in either condition was reported.
In the second run of the experiment, subjects, according 
to the rating of their classmates, were divided into 
groups of high, middle and low attraction groups and in 
groups of four males were assigned into the same experi­
mental condition as in the first run and did the same task. 
The results are that generally high density subjects per­
ceived themselves as significantly more crowded; that 
there was an impairment of performance in the middle 
attraction group in high spatial density; that the verbal 
behaviour of middle and high attraction groups in contrast 
to the low attraction group was high in the high spatial 
density; and finally that density did not cause an impair­




REVIEW OF THEORETICAL POSITIONS
Although in the reviewed urban and experimental 
studies population density and crowding were considered 
aversive stimuli, the variety of measures of density and 
crowding and inconsistencies of the results demonstrates 
that the nature and function of crowding stimuli in the 
case of humans is not as simple as it was shown to be in 
certain animals (Brain, 1975).
However, based on the reported studies there 
are major theories which conceptualize the nature of human 
crowding (Stokols, 1976).
1. Overload theory. The assumption here is that indi­
viduals experience crowding because of excessive stimu­
lation by physical, social physiological and psychological 
mediators.
a) Physical mediators, namely odour, noise, temperature, 
architectural details and architectural design, are the 
source of delivering information about too many others 
which the individual does not wish to come across at the 
time; for example Hall, (1966) pointed to the difficulties 
that people find themselves in when they are in olfactory range 
of others, or unable to screen out the sound from next door.
With regard to temperature, as previously noted, 
in the experimental studies of crowding Gtiffit & Veitch 
(1971) reported that in a dense high temperature room, 
subjects' attraction response rate to a stranger on the
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Interpersonal Judgment scale became lower in high density 
and in high temperature than did the subjects in the con­
dition of low density and comfortable temperature.
In regard to architectural details, Desor (1972) 
asked the subjects to imagine a socially passive or inter­
active situation while placing doll figures in model rooms, 
with or without partitions, of varying sizes, two or six 
doors, square or re&ctangular shape, until they felt it 
would become crowded. The assumption was that too many 
dolls in any room is the indication that architectural 
details of the room were mediating less stimuli and there­
fore less crowding is experienced. The results of this 
experiment are that many more dolls were placed in the 
partitioned room than in unpartitioned ones and males 
placed fewer doll figures in an interactive situation than 
did females; that the number of dolls became less as the 
size of rooms decreased, but still there were more figures 
in the partitioned rooms than in the unpartitioned ones; 
finally, that there were more dolls in two-door rectangular 
rooms than in two-door square rooms, also more dolls in 
two-door rectangular than six-door rectangular rooms.
Considering the architectural design, Valins & 
Baum (1973) compared 34 residents of a corridor dormitory 
(two persons in a room with bathrooms at each end of the 
corridor) with 34 residents of a suite dormitory (four or 
six persons occupying a three-bedroom flat with a lounge 
and bathroom) on the social interaction rate and sensi­
tivity to crowding. The assumption was that corridor 
design subjects were bound to interact with 33 others while
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suite residents had to interact with three or five others 
and so in turn will receive less social stimulation. The 
results show that corridor residents significantly exper- 
iehce# there were too many others and at a time which was 
not desired; and felt their dormitory was crowded. They 
also, in a doll figure placement test, showed a lower level 
of social stimulation and were inclined to avoid social inter 
action. Investigators in a separate experiment reported 
that corridor design subjects sat farther from a confederate, 
looked less and talked less than did suite dormitory sub­
jects. In addition to cited reactions Baum et al. (1975) 
reported that the corridor residents were less able 
to reach agreement in a group discussion task than were 
the suite residents,
b) Social mediators. Another assumption behind overload 
theory is the ability of people to control interaction with 
others (Zlutnick & Altman, 1972). The emphasis in this 
respect is on the nature of ongoing activities and fami­
liarity of the individuals in a setting. For example.
Solar (1973) asked the subjects to imagine a party, studying 
and waiting situation, and then instructed them to place 
as many doll figures as possible in 3 model rooms without 
making them too crowded. The results show that subjects 
put more doll figures in the party situation than in 
waiting and study situations respectively, but, unlike 
her prediction, subjects put more figures when strangers 
rather than friends were present,
Cohen et al. (1975), taking a similar view of
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crowding perception, studied the crowding judgment of 
subjects with respect to the degree of acquaintance and 
ongoing activity. The experimental setting was a model 
lounge room in which subjects were asked to put doll 
figures while imagining an interactive situation (a group 
project and a party) or an independently active situation 
(studying and relaxing), once in the presence of strangers 
and then with friends. The results are that more doll 
figures were put in an interactive situation rather than 
in the independently active situation, but significantly fewer 
figures in the serious interactive (group project) situ­
ation than in the casual one (a party). Unlike the 
previous study, these investigators reported that crowding 
judgment was related to the presence of strangers rather 
than acquaintances, as subjects used more doll figures in 
the presence of interactive acquaintances than they did 
in the presence of interactive strangers.
c) Psychological mediators. This is a cognitive process 
in which an expected level of crowding determines the 
individual’s reactions, for example Baum & Greenberg (1975) 
told an individual subject that he or she (40 males and 40 
females) would participate with others in a four or ten person 
same sex group. At the time of the experiment, subjects 
were sent along to a small room (7ft. 6 in. x 11 ft. 8 in.
X 8 ft.) and waited until his or her expected partners
These
arrived. / were two male and two female confederates who 
entered the room at two minute intervals. The first and 
second confederate sat at the same distance (3 ft. or more)
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from each other as they did from the subject, at this time 
the experimenter entered the room and handed out some 
questionnaires and explained to the subjects who were 
expecting more partners that these questionnaires were 
pre-experimental forms which they could fill in until the 
others arrived. The assumption was that subjects 
expecting a larger group will differ in their perceptions 
of crowding and judge others and the room differently from 
those who were expecting a smaller group size. The 
results show that subjects who anticipated being with a 
larger group felt more crowded than subjects expecting 
smaller group size; that subjects expecting a larger group 
consistently chose to sit in the corners of the room while 
those expecting a smaller group did not; that subjects 
looked less at the first confederate while anticipating a 
larger group than did the subjects anticipating a smaller 
group; that subjects felt more discomfort while antici­
pating a larger group than did the subjects anticipating a 
smaller group; that subjects expecting a larger group 
rated the first confederate less likeable than did the 
subjects expecting a smaller group size; also subjects 
expecting a larger group rated the second confederate 
even less likeable than the first one while for the sub­
jects expecting the smaller group there was no preference 
for either confederate; that subjects expecting a larger 
group considered the second confederate as more pushy and
aggressive while the counterpart did not; that subjects
situation
generally,in the close distance/(3 ft.), considered the 
confederate as more competitive and less agreeable than if
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they were farther apart; that subjects, although in 
the same setting and in the presence of the same size 
group, rated the room as smaller, more stuffy, less com­
fortable and less adequate while expecting a larger group 
than did those who were expecting a smaller group.
d) Physiological mediators. Esser (1973) defines the ex­
perience of being crowded as being incapable of handling infor­
mation, that is, when the processing of information of the real 
and imagined stimuli contradict each other because of the con­
flicting functioning of the neocortex and limbic system in 
our brain.
With respect to the importance of visual aid in 
delivering information, Kutner (1973) investigated the stress 
arousing effect of visual exposure on groups of two and four 
male subjects in a 21 x 31 ft. room while sitting in close or 
far distance and face to face or back to back with each other. 
The results show that subjects in face to face and in close dis 
tance felt too close to others than did subjects in far dis­
tance, while back to back subjects in either distance did not 
.differ-in their experiences of others; that subjects in the 
face to face condition adapted to the exposure stress by mani­
festing more body protection over time, while subjects in the 
back to back condition showed a stable body position, and also 
subjects reported others as more distracting in the face to 
face condition than in the back to back condition.
2. Behavioural Constraints Theory
The essence of this theory is psychological
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for example Proshansky et al. (1972) postulated that 
crowding is perceived when the individual attempting to 
maximise his or her freedom of choice becomes restricted 
with too many persons present. Schopler & Stockdale
(1976) taking a similar view, postulated that crowding 
experience is enhanced when individuals perceive that 
their goal attainment will be interfered with by the 
presence of others. Stokols (1972a, 1972b) in proposing 
a crowding model, considered that the feeling of being 
crowded, mediated by the presence of others, determines 
the psychological state in which an individual experiences 
spatial inadequacy. Loo (1974), also taking a similar 
view, proposed that the crowding experience is mediated 
by the subjectively disproportionate number of people 
and amount of space. Phobias such as: Ochlophobia,
anthrophobia, xenophobia and claustrophobia are the 
experience of extreme conditions, so-called social crow­
ding and spatial crowding.
The following sections include the investigation 
of the experience of disproportionate numbers of people 
and amounts of space by the author, to establish support 
for the views held by Stokols and Loo. Section III 
deals with a pilot experiment, which provided the basis 
for the laboratory study reported in Section IV. Section 
V describes an attempt to repeat the observations of the 
laboratory study in a natural environment.
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SECTION III
PILOT EXPERIMENT ON SPATIAL DENSITY
A simple difference found in a preliminary 
experiment (see Appendix A) showed a partial influence of 
physical factors on subjects’ feelings in small and large 
rooms; because of limited availability of the subjects 
this was accepted as a basic evidence that a crowding 
effect could be obtained with the facilities available in 
the department. The attempt in this study was to see 
how significantly the different amounts of space per per­
son could alter the group’s attitude and the individual 
feelings, if they were socially interactive as compared 
with socially passive as in the preliminary experiment.
Method
In a small and large room seven mixed sex 
subjects were engaged in a social interaction, as an extra 
variable to physical variables in the rooms. Subjects 
were asked to discuss choice dilemma problems together 
and come to a unanimous conclusion on each problem.
Then a rating scale which was designed in line with the 
main assumption in crowding, that it raises adverse 
feelings in relation with self and others, was used. Both
the choice dilemma .scores and the scores on the nine point
)
rating scale were used as the available data to determine the 
differences between groups in different spatial densities.
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Design
Two independent groups of seven mixed sex college 
students, one group with a 6.4 sq ft space per person in a small 
room and the other with 13.8 sq. ft space per person in a 
larger room, were asked to sit on identical chairs which 
were arranged in a U-shape and one foot apart from each 
other.
Apparatus
The materials which were used include the Wallach 
& Kogan (1964) choice dilemma opinion questionnaire, and 
a nine point rating scale eleven question questionnaire.
This questionnaire which in full is illustrated in 
Appendix C, was to elicit subjects' feelings about them­
selves, others, and their evaluation regarding the atmosphere 
of the discussion, their overall satisfaction, partici­
pation initiation,and the best group size for such a task 
as a result of experimental conditions. The low scores 
in the scale indicate negative feelings and the high scores 
positive feelings of the subjects.
Experimental Setting




Subjects in groups of seven were assigned into 
the small room or the large room for a period of a maximum 
of 60 minutes and were given the Wallach & Kegan opinion 
questionnaire.
' In the instruction they were notified that 
after reading each question individually, they had to 
discuss it together and come to a unanimous decision, for 
determining the chances of success and failure for the 
person in question. They were also told that the maximum 
time for discussion on each question was five minutes and 
with a stop watch given to one of the subjects, the time 
spent on each item was asked to be recorded. Subjects in 
both rooms were assured that they were neither watched nor 
heard, and they were on their own in the room. After 
the discussion of the opinion questionnaire problems was 
finished the post discussion questionnaire was distributed, 
and subjects were told that without consulting with anybody 
else, they should answer the questions according to their 
feelings. Then their cooperation was acknowledged and 
they were briefed on the purpose of the experiment.
Results
Subjects' scores on the rating scale as a
I
measure of subjective experience of spatial density 
were analysed by an unrelated one-tailed t-test and the 
following results were obtained, which are presented in 
Table 3. The scores on the opinion questionnaire as a
58
measure of risk shift in different spatial density was 
analysed by a two factor analysis of variance, the 
results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 3, Spatial density and the post discussion questionnaire 




mean in mean in Signi-
the large the small T-values ficance
room room (6.4
(13.8sq.£t) sq. ft.)
1. Informal-formal 8.86 7.14 1.913 .05>p>.02 5
2. Cooperative - 
uncooperative
7 6.43 .487 n. s.
3. Willingly - 
unwillingly
5 3.43 1.019 n. s .
4. Uneasily-easily 7.57 7.21 .111 n. s .
5. Very much - 
not at all
7.71 7:43 .4 70 n.s.
6 . Interesting-boring 2.43 3.86 1.490 .10>p>.05
7. Eager - not keen 
females
2.71 1.86 .703 n.s.
8. Eager - not keen males 16.29 4 4.163 .005>p> 
.0005
9. Very often - not often 
at all
6.85 8 1.018 n.s.
10 . Very helpful - not 
very helpful
3.71 5.43 1.584 .10>p>.05
11 . Best group size 
suitable
8.29 5.85 2.543 .02 5>p> 
.01
Table 4. Spatial density and choice dilemma probl ems Analysis

















From the results in Table 3 it can be said that 
spatial density affected the subjects' experiences in 
three major aspects: the first is that males significantly
were more eager to take part in the discussion in the low 
density room than in the high density room, whereas 
females did not differ. This is actually consistent 
with the findings of Freedman et al. (1972) who reported 
that men in high density were not as cooperative as in 
low density, and also that females were not different in 
either condition. The second aspect is that subjects 
evaluated the atmosphere of their discussion as formal 
when they had 6.4 sq. ft space available per person, 
while those with 13.8 sq. ft space per person did not.
The third aspect which is based on the subjects’ evalu­
ation of suitable group size for such a task also proves 
that the amount of space has a significant influence for 
tasks involving social interaction. Therefore, it is 
understandable that the dense group found the atmosphere 
of their discussion rather formal than did their counter­
parts .
Other items, although they were not statisti­
cally significant, some of them with the higher means in 
the large room show a difference between the two groups 
which favours the consistency of the symptoms of crowding, 
e.g. where subjects had to evaluate others, the greater 
mean in the large room proves that subjects in small room 
were not feeling as positive as the subjects in the large
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room. This actually is in contrast with the findings of 
Little (1965) and Sommer (1962) who suggested that the 
smaller the space the friendlier the group are than in 
a large one. Since in their findings there is no indi­
cation of the dimension of the space, it is difficult to 
make a comparison between their study and this experiment. 
However the items did not produce different means in 
favour of the symptoms assumed to be associated with 
crowding, e.g. the group performance evaluation was sig­
nificantly more positive in the small room than in the 
large room; the self evaluation did not differ very 
much in either condition.
On the choice dilemma problems, no significant 
differences were found between the crowded group and the 
uncrowded group, there was also no significant differences 
between the problems used, but the higher mean in the 
crowded group (X = 6) and lower mean in the uncrowded group 
(X = 4.9) indicate that the group in the small room, who 
considered the atmosphere of their interaction as formal, 
made less risky decisions than the group in the large room, 
who found the atmosphere of their interaction an informal 
one. Lecuyer (1976) using the modified version of Fraser 
et al. (1971) choice dilemma questionnaire, put groups of 
eight students in a small room and four in a large room, the 
results showed a significant risky shift in the small room but 
not in the large room. Owing to the fact that this significant 
result could be due to the different group size used in the
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experiment, the amount of space available in either con­
dition and the difference of the problems, no comparison 
is possible between this study and his.
Conclusion
With three important pieces of evidence which 
emerged in the current experiment, it was decided that 
they should be further explored in the main experiments. 
The first evidence that some of the items in the ques­
tionnaire were important with regard to the aim of the 
study, and others less useful, led to the use of a 
shorter questionnaire in the main experiment. The second 
evidence that twice as much space available per person 
was an important factor, was taken into account in the 
main experiment. The third evidence that the risk 
levels between the groups account for less variance than
I
the problems themselves, it was assumed that in the main 
study more samples in different densities would determine 
whether any consistent relationship does exist between 
the experience of crowding in different densities and 
the riskiness of group decisions.
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SECTION IV
THE EXPERIENCE OF SPATIAL AND SOCIAL DENSITY
As it was reviewed, spatial measures such as: 
spatial position, spatial distance and personal space, 
that is,-the space immediately surrounding the individual's 
body, proved to be influential variables, determining cer­
tain changes in an individual's social behaviour, but 
these measures do not necessarily illustrate the impact 
of crowding, that is, the experience of spatial limitation, 
as distinguished from density, that is, the actual physical 
compactness (Stokols, 1972a). Therefore, another spatial 
measure, that is, the amount of space available per 
person, was employed in the studies concerned with the 
crowding effect on human social behaviour.
Learned from animal studies (Calhoun, 1962) , 
crowding was considered a stressful variable and its 
impact in humans as measured by space available per person, 
resulted in various investigations concerned with human 
task performance, attention, and general feelings towards 
self and others.
Here, in this report, crowding impact, measured 
by space-persons ratio (from now on referred to as spatial 
density), and density, measured by the number of people in 
a group (from now on referred to as social density), was 
investigated on subjects' general feelings. The indices 
looked into were: task enjoyment, self-projection, sex
difference and value judgments on perceived comfort from 
group size and its relevance for the task.
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Since the studies reviewed do not give an indi­
cation of a threshold spatial density or a threshold social 
density level, the departmental facilities, subject avail­
ability and a common notion on the minimum number of people 
who could be described as a group as opposed to diads or 
crowd, determined the spatial and social density levels 
in the design of this study.
The size of the group was decided according to 
the common notion that two persons group is company and 
three is a crowd. This minimum group size with the 
available rooms in the department could give a geometrical 
spatial ratio which was found to be influential on the 
subjects' ratio which was found to be influential on 
the subjects’ perceived differences on some of the indices 
as asked by the questionnaire in the pilot experiment 
(see table 3).
The spatial density impact indexed in a question­
naire, which is complementary to the second pilot experiment 
stems from the following hypothesis;
Hypothesis one - As spatial density decreases task 
enjoyment diminishes.
Hypothesis two - As spatial density decreases, self- 
expression is not easier.
Hypothesis three - As spatial density decreases, smaller 
group size would be evaluated as the relevant group size 
for the task.
Hypothesis four - As spatial density decreases, sexes 
participation differs.
Hypothesis five - As spatial density decreases, group 
size will be perceived as less comfortable.
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Since the task in this study is similar to the 
second pilot experiment and involved decision making, it 
was hypothesised that:
Hypothesis six - As spatial density decreases, con­
servatism in decision making decreases too.
Experimental Design
To avoid confounding variables affecting the 
results, the group size was held constant to reduce the 
effect of social density. A triad instead of diad was 
chosen to fulfil the assumption in the common notion cited 
earlier, to preclude sexes attraction. A u-shaped 
seating arrangement was used to reduce the influence of 
spatial position. Finally, the distance between indi­
viduals was kept constant in all densities, that is, chairs 
were placed one foot apart from subject's side. A tem­
perature control did not show very much difference in
rising for the period of the experiment across the den­
sities. Finally, there was no cross settings by the groups
and the task was similar for all.
A total of 12 groups composed of 19 males and 
17 females in groups of three were assigned one group at 
a time into the different size rooms, that is, three groups 
were allocated for each room.
Subj ects
Subjects were college students, recruited from 
the limited number of subjects in the department subject's
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pool and by direct approach. Subjects were asked to 
attend for a group discussion experiment.
Apparatus
The materials used were the Wallach & Kogan 
(1964) choice dilemma problems and a rating scale ques­
tionnaire (see Appendix D), which was scaled from one to 
nine, and the highest rating was considered to indicate 
negative feelings and the lowest, positive feelings.
The settings used were the available rooms in the depart­
ment, and they were all empty of furniture with only one 
window. The smallest room measured 4.1 ft x 6.8 ft 
giving approximately 9 sq. ft per person; the medium 
small room measured 6 ft x 8.8 ft, providing approximately 
18 sq. ft per person; the medium large room measured 
11.3 X 11.5 ft, allocating nearly 43 sq. ft per person; 
and the largest room measured 21.9 x 11 ft, was a division 
of a classroom area, partitioned with white formica parti­
tions from the rest of the room, partitions used measuring 
6.1 high X  4.2 ft wide, this area allocated approximately 
80 sq. ft space per person. The height of the rooms
was 12 feet and with the exception of one room which was 
carpeted, the rest had brown cork tiles in them. Since 
the group assigned into the rooms did not experience cross 
settings, the carpet factor was not considered to have 
any influence in the overall results. The chairs used 




Subjects according to the day and time that they 
were available, were directed into the rooms which could 
be available on that day. They were presented with a 
board on which six of the Wallach & Kogan choice dilemma 
problems were clipped. They were asked to read the 
problem once individually and then to discuss it together 
for not more than five minutes and come to a unanimous 
decision within that time, and then to go on to the next 
problem. To keep the time, a stop watch was given to one 
of the group members; at the end of the discussion the 
rating scale questionnaire (named hereafter the Post 
Discussion questionnaire) was handed out and they were 
asked to complete them without consulting each other. 
Finally, they were briefed on the purpose of the experiment 
and were paid one pound for taking part. The session 
lasted an average of 30 minutes.
Results
The results of this experiment are covered in 
two sections: the first results are on the post discussion
questionnaire (P.D.Q.), and the second results are on the 
choice dilemma problems. ^
1. Post Discussion Questionnaire results
Responses to this questionnaire across densities 
were analysed by one factor analysis of variance and are 
shown in Table 5. As is apparent from this table, the
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_____ . t r . r_r.r.v.-,
Questionnaire indices df F ratio
 ^-T.? * * ^  ,
Significances
Task enjoyment 3/8 .827 n.s.




Females participation 3/8 3.018 p < .10 > .05
Males participation 3/8 4.235 p < .05




a) Task enjoyment indicate no effect of density in 
mediating aversive feelings which could distract the group 
interest in discussing the problems; however, the dif­
ference between the groups means demonstrated in figure
1 shows that the groups in extreme spatial densities, that 
is, the high density (9 sq. ft space per person) and the low 
density (80 sq. ft space per person) actually considered the 
discussion rather more boring than did the groups in the 
medium high density (18 sq. ft dpace per person) and medium low 
density (43 sq. ft space per person). Still the difference 
between the groups in the two medium high and low densities 
is an indication that in the medium low density (43 sq. ft 
per person) groups rated their discussion task as more 
interesting.
b) Self-expression - In this index, also, there was 
no significant effect of space, indicating that, as it 
was presumed by Loo (1974), spatial density was not a
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stressor, at least for the samples investigated, since it 
did not arouse difficulty for the individuals in the group 
to feel negatively, that is, evaluating themselves on the 
rating scales as having been in difficulty in exchanging their 
viewpoints.
The groups mean distribution, demonstrated in 
figure 2, actually reveals that self expression was rated 
to be very easy in high and medium high density, while it 
was expressed comparatively less easy in the medium low 
and low density spaces. The inference from this situation, 
perhaps, is that in such a small interactional mixed sex 
group, as spatial density decreases the more informal the 
social environment is in comparison with the groups in 
medium low and low spatial density.
c) Task membership estimation - On this index the 
aim was to find out if spatial density had any bearing 
on the evaluation of a relevant group size for such a task 
which involved exchanges of views and decision making.
This also appeared insignificant, implying that these 
densities, for this group size and for such a task, statis­
tically are not influential variables on judgment regarding 
the required number of people for the task. But, the 
mean distribution of the responses shown in Figure 3.indi­
cates altogether a different perspective of the estimations 
made in different densities; that is, the groups in the 
extreme ends of spatial density (high and low) considered 
a large group required for task efficiency (nearly twice 
the group size they were in), whereas the groups in medium 
densities (high and low) almost estimated a similar group
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size as theirs was needed for task efficiency.
d) Sexes participation ratio - In these two indices, 
members of the group were rating other sexes interaction 
level and the aim was to find out if spatial density 
affected the two sexes perceived participation rating.
The analysis of variance (see Table 5) indicates a just 
not significant difference in females participation 
(p < .10 > .05), across the densities, whereas for males 
a significant difference (p < .05) was found across the 
densities. The mean responses distribution shown in 
Figure 4, actually reveals that in high density females 
were rated as having participated more than did the males, 
and in low density too there is a similar situation. In 
the medium high density still the female participation 
rating is higher but in medium low density the females 
and males participation is hardly rated differently.
Although the levels of significance are different 
for males and females, the pattern is similar (see Figure 4), 
that is, females are consistently rated more keen to par­
ticipate but that the difference is greater at some spatial 
densities than others.
In order to determine whether spatial density is 
interacting with sex, a further analysis of variance was 
carried out on the difference between the males and females 
particpation ratings in each group. The results of the 
analysis (see Table 6) were significant at the 1% level 
indicating that the two sexes were significantly different 
in different spaces. ,
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Table 6. Spatial density and sexes mean difference in 
participation, F ratio
Sources ss d£ MS F Significances
Space 18.48 3 6.16 7.897 1%
Within spaces 6.24 8 .78
Total 24.72 11
The mean differences in females and males parti­
cipation rating distribution shown in Figure 5 indicates 
a curvelinear pattern which is also a support for the above 
results, that is, in different spatial density the sexes 
particpation is different.
e) Group size and comfort evaluation - The analysis 
of variance on this index showed no significant effect 
(see Table 5) of spatial density, but, in Figure 6, the 
mean distribution of the responses indicates that, 
first, for all the densities the difference is hardly very
much; second, that the groups estimation is that a group
too
of three was not/large at all for comfort in any of the 
given densities.
2. Choice dilemma problems results
One way analysis of variance on the choice 
dilemma problems, revealed no significant differences in 
risky choices on any problem across the given densities 
(see Table "jf) .
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Table 7. Spatial density and choice dilemma problems
F ratios.
Choice dilemma problems df F ratios Significances
Problem 1 3/8 .699 n. s.
2 3/8 .891 n. s.
3 3/8 .667 n. s,
4 3/8 .773 n. s.
5 3/8 1 n. s.
6 3/8 1.827 n. s.
Having found no significant differences in the 
risky choices made across the densities, perhaps because 
of the smallness of the sample size, Page's L test was used
to test if the trend in the mean risk level of all the
problems was in the direction predicted in the hypothesis 
across the densities. In this case, there was also an
insignificant result (Z = .14), which does not support
the prediction made in the hypothesis, indicating that 
with these samples in such a social-intellectual task, 
spatial density does not enhance risky decisions. The 
pattern of total mean distribution of choices across den­
sities shown in Figure 7 clearly proves this point.
Discussion
Although the supposed impact of spatial density 
on the indices indexed in the post discussion questionnaire, 
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mean distribution of the perceived experiences on some of 
the indices were used as a lead in further inferences. 
Sometimes this can best be seen not on a single response 
dimension, but in the interaction of the indices; for 
example, the mean distribution of the first two indices 
of the P.D.Q., that is task evaluation judged by the quality 
of the discussion as being boring or interesting (see 
Figure 1), and self-expression judged by how easy it was 
to come into the discussion (see Figure 2), shown in one 
graph (see Figure 8), clearly indicates that the groups in 
high, medium high and low density were dissimilar in their 
experiences, whereas the groups in medium low density space 
(43 sq. ft space per person) were quite similar in their 
experiences with regard to the two indices as asked.
The disparity of the experiences in other den­
sities and similarity in the medium low density, is an 
indication that spatial density impact, if not overall 
statistically significant, could enhance dissimilar 
experiences in unconventional spatial densities. An 
example which supports this inferences is that when the 
mean distribution of males and females particpation rating 
of themselves and the other sex is considered separately 
(see Figures 9 and 10).
As shown in Figure 9, at 43 sq. ft space per
person (medium low density space), females participation
rating of themselves and males in comparison with the 
females in other densities, is rather close, indicating 
that, within the medium low density female perceived the 
males participation rather similar to themselves.
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FIG 1 0 _  SPATIAL DENSITY AND MALES' MEAN PARTIC IPATION R A T IN G
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In Figure 10, also the males’ judgment of them­
selves and females participation hardly is different as 
opposed to the other densities, again indicating that at 
43 sq. ft space per person (medium low density) positive 
feeling prevailed that mediates cohesion between sexes.
Since the unavailability of larger group sizes 
made it impossible to test the effect of social density, 
that is, using larger group size with the same spatial 
proportion used for the groups of three, the possibility of 
drawing an analogy on the influence of spatial density and 
social density on the indices in the P.D.Q. remains 
unanswered, but, having had two mixed groups of six persons 
with 18 sq. ft space available per person, similar to the
groups of three, an analysis of variance on the difference
I
between sexes participation rating resulted in a significant 
(df. 1/3, F = 18.38) P = 21% level, indicating that the 
difference between perceiving other sexes participation is 
significantly different as social density increases (see 
Figure 11).
Conclusion
On the whole, the statistical insignificances of 
spatial density effect on the indices as asked by the Post 
Discussion questionnaire, does not necessarily mean that 
there is not a spatial density impact, since, the comparison 
of the mean distribution of the responses together, in 
some of the indices, indicated that there are conventional 
spaces in which responses within densities do not differ



















very much and in some cases there is hardly a difference 
in perceived experiences. As was pointed out earlier
in the discussion, that in medium low density, group means 
were hardly different on the indices, such as task enjoy­
ment and self-expression (see Figure 8), and also on sexes 
participation rating (see Figure 41. The consistency 
of the judgments and experiences of the groups in the 
medium low spatial density, absent in other densities, at 
least is an indication that space has a psychological impact 
which is not detrimental to the individual, but affects 
group cohesiveness. The reason, perhaps, is that humans 
learn to use space and share it with others respectively, 
and when this state of familiarity with the learned con­
ventional space changed, although,at least in this experi­
ment, it is not stressful, a state of disequilibrium with 
social and spatial environment will affect group cohesive­




SOCIAL AND SPATIAL IMPACT OF CLASSROOMS
As in the previous study, it was found that, in 
a given experimental spatial and social density, the 
interaction of the two sexes, measured by participation 
rating-was significantly different in different densities, 
it was important to test if the findings could be replicated 
in a natural setting, where there were no arbitrary 
manipulation of density or task.
Classrooms which have the advantages of containing, 
at different times, both small and larger numbers of people 
without the superficiality of the experimental setups, were 
considered the best natural setting available to test the 
relationship of crowding (the experience of spatial limi­
tation) , as measured by space-persons ratio, and social 
density as measured by the number of persons present with 
the individual feelings as summed up in the following 
hypotheses.
Hypothesis one - Rated group size (too many or too few 
people in the group) will be related to number of persons 
present than space-persons ratio.
Hypothesis two - Rated spatial discomfort will be 
related to space-persons ratio rather than group size.
Hypothesis three - Rated proportion of other people 
known well will be related to space-persons ratio as opposed 
to group size.
Hypothesis four - Rated desire to leave will be related 
to space-persons ratio as opposed to group size.
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Hypothesis five - Rated number of questions asked by 
each sex will be different in relation to space-persons ratio 
and group size.
Hypothesis six - Environmental variables, such as 
temperature and stuffiness rating will be related to space- 
persons ratio as opposed to group size.
Hypothesis seven - Rated interest in the lecture will 
be related to space-persons ratio as opposed to group size.
The direction of the above ratings in the hypotheses' 
in relation to space-persons ratio is in line with the 
Stokols notion that crowding (experience of spatial limitation) 
is a stressor and mediates aversive feelings, as opposed to 
actual number of people present.
Design
As in the experimental study, in this survey the 
independent variable was space-persons ratio, but, because 
there were a variety of group sizes, the number of persons 
present also was taken into account to justify the validity 
of Stokols's (1972a) distinction between crowding and density. 
The dependent variables, as summed up in the hypotheses, were 
indexed in a rating scale questionnaire, which was handed out 
by the lecturers after the lecture was finished.
A total of nineteen mixed sex groups were used, 
which ranged from 8 to 51 students (see Appendix E), and 
were from two institutions in the same neighbourhood. The 
classrooms used had a total area ranging from 372 sq. ft. to
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2065 sq. ft (see Appendix E) which gave space-persons 
ratios of 13 to 75 sq. ft.
Subjects
Subjects were 187 females and 254 males, under­
graduates studying psychology, estate management, manage­
ment or business studies. They were not recruited or 
informed beforehand, that they would be the subjects in 
this survey. It was only after the lecture in which they 
were asked to complete a rating scale questionnaire, 
which will be referred to hereafter as the Post Lecture 
questionnaire (see Appendix F).
I
Procedure *
Envelope containing questionnaires, either by 
direct approach or through the departmental secretary, 
were handed in to the lecturers. A note stuck on the 
envelopes contained information as to what the purpose of 
the survey was and when or how it should be carried out.
In this note the lecturers were asked to read to the students 
(after their lecture was over) that this survey was about 
"Enquiry into people's reaction to different lecture rooms". 
Then they were asked to hand out the questionnaires and, 
when completed, collect them back into the envelope; also 
on the note the lecturers were asked to put down the 
number of students present in the room. Envelopes were then 




The mean ratings for each item as indexed in the 
P.L.Q. using Kendall rank correlation, were correlated with 
the space-persons ratio and with the number of persons 
present in the classrooms. The results,shown in Table 8, 
indicate that when space-persons ratio was correlated there 
were significant relationships with rated group density 
and rated spatial discomfort but no significant relation­
ship with other indices was found.
Table 8. Space-persons ratio and the P.L.Q. indices tau 
Post Lecture questionnaire indices tau Signifi 
cances
1. Rated density -.5546 .001
2. Rated spatial comfort -.5982 .001
3. Rated other people known well -.064 7 n. s .
4. Rated desire to leave .1227 n.s.
5. Rated questions asked by females -.1930 n. s .
6. Rated questions asked by males -.1642 n.s.
7. Rated comfortable temperature -.0872 n.s.
8. Rated stuffiness -.0704 n.s.
9. Rated interest in the lecture .1579 n.s.
Note : Correlation direction
indicates low space-persons ratio density and 
high rating
+ indicates low space-persons ratio density and 
low rating.
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The results (see Table 9) indicated that when 
the number of persons present was correlated, there were 
a rather significant relationship with rated group density, 
and a very significant one with rated other people known 
well, but no significant relationship with other indices 
was found. In both cases the results on the significant 
relationships are in the direction predicted.
Table 9. Number of persons present and the P.L.Q. indices taus 
Post Lecture questionnaire indices tau Signifi­
cances
1. Rated density .4132 .014
2. Rated spatial discomfort .0536 n.s.
3. Rated other people known well .5612 .001
4. Rated desire to leave .1306 n.s.
5. Rated questions asked by females .1068 n.s.
6. Rated questions asked by males .3512 .036 (n.s.)
7. Rated comfortable temperature -.2849 .089 (n.s.)
8. Rated stuffiness -.0536 n.s.
9. Rated interest in the lecture -.0356 n.s.
Note : Correlation direction
 + indicates more persons present and high rating.
- indicates more persons present and low rating.
Since the significance level of rated group 
density and spatial discomfort in relation to space-persons 
ratio was not found in the relationship with the number 
of persons present, the relations were further tested by
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using Kendall partial rank correlation, with number of 
persons present partialled out. The results (see Table 10) 
indicate that with the number of persons present partialled 
out, the tau for rated group density became lower than the 
tau with space-persons ratio, but higher than the tau with 
persons present. In the case of rated spatial discomfort, 
the tau after partialling out persons present was higher 
than the tau with space-persons ratio. And when the tau 
for rated other people known well, after persons present 
was partialled out, was compared with the tau for space- 
persons ratio, it was higher but still small and insigni­
ficant .
Table 10. Partial taus with persons present partialled out.
P.L.Q. indices Space-persons Persons Partial
ratio taus present taup taus
1. Rated group density -.5546
2. Rated spatial discomfort -.5982









- indicates low space-persons ratio and high rating 
+ indicates more persons present (social density)
high rating.
Discussion
The tau level for perceived group density in 
relating to low space-persons ratio, when the effect of the
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number of persons present was partialled out, became lower, 
indicating that perceived group density is not independent 
of the actual number of persons present and totally related 
to perceived spatial, availability. But this intercorre­
lation does not mean that they have the same impact, since 
the significant relationship of the perceived group density 
and the rated proportion of other students known well, 
is absent in relation with the space-persons ratio, suggest­
ing that the acquaintanceship disregard of the spatial 
availability depends on population density. This finding 
actually cannot be interpreted that density was at the 
stress point which mediated adverse psychological feeling 
(at least in this population surveyed), because its rela­
tionship with other indices such as spatial discomfort, 
desire to leave, sexes responses and interest in the 
lecture was insignificant, that is to say, the period 
that they were in the lecture (55 minutes) did not enhance 
aversive feelings in relation to perceived density.
The significant relationship of space-persons 
ratio with perceived spatial discomfort, absent in the 
relationship with the number of persons present, indicates 
that the experience of spatial limitation is independent 
and is related to perceived spatial inadequacy, which is 
unpleasant, but again, perhaps the lecture period was 
insufficient that could mediate over aversive psychological 
experiences, such as desire to leave and interest in the 
lecture, or to make sexes respond differently, since 
the relationship of these indices with space-persons ratio 
did not result in significant level.
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The important point here is that the perceived 
density and spatial discomfort was not confounded by other 
environmental variables, such as temperature and stuffiness, 
since they were insignificantly related to space-persons ratio 
and the number of persons present.
Conclusion
The different impact of space-persons ratio and
number of persons present found in this study supports the
Stokols notion that these two variables are different and it
is the experience of spatial inadequacy which mediates an
aversive feeling, for example, here the groups with 13 sq.ft.
space per person considered the classroom as too small for
comfort, whereas the groups with 25 sq.ft. space per person
or more found the classroom to be about the right size for
their comfort. The perceived density of people affected
the rate of interrelationship with others, supports the
Loo's (1974) notion that social density too is an important




In the previous treatment of the data, the groups 
means were used as the individual score, and in this way the 
individual variations lost; also the correlation technique
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is just an indication of the relationship between the '
variables and not the interaction between them so as a next 
step in the treatment of the data the groups arbitrarily 
were divided into three groups of 9-16, 20-29, and 32-51 
persons, while some in crowded (13-33 sq.ft space per person) 
others in uncrowded (37-51 sq. ft space per person) groups, 
a two way analysis of variance on the ratings of individuals 
in this arrangement was carried out to see if social and 
spatial density are varying independently or interacting 
with the individual experiences. The results (see Table 11) 
supported by mean responses (see Appendix G) indicate that: 
a) As social density increased, the crowded groups 
experienced that there were too many people in the group, 
whereas the uncrowded groups experienced that there were 
about the right number of people in the group. This 
experience, when spatial density was considered, indicates 
that in the crowded large density group, group density was 
experienced, while the uncrowded large density did not 
(see Figure 12).
#
b) As social density increases, crowded group, 
experience rather spatial discomfort whereas to the uncrowded 
group the room is experienced as rather large, indicating that 
it is the reflection of reality, when the area is constant and 
limited and there is an increase in the group size (see Figure 13)
.___  —  c). -As social density increases, crowded group show
a decrease in the proportion of other people known well, 
in the uncrowded group this feeling was stronger
Vi
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in the high social density (see Figure 14).
d) As social density increases, the wish to leave 
during the lecture in the crowded group looks minimal while 
in the uncrowded group the medium density groups this wish 
comparatively is maximised (see Figure 15).
e) Generally that in the uncrowded and crowded groups 
the females were judged more passive but this attitude 
looks very much stronger in the crowded group than in the 
uncrowded group (see Figure 16).
f) As spatial density increased the crowded males’ 
attitude evaluated as more passive, whereas in the uncrowded 
group especially in low and medium density, the males were 
judged rather interactive, which diminishes in the uncrow­
ded high social density (see Figure 17).
If the mean distribution of males and females 
(see e) and f) above) were compared, it is generally 
-apparent-that females are more passive in either condition 
of crowding than males (see Figure 18).
g) The rated temperature interacting with spatial 
and social density generally could be dependent on the 
rooms’ heating capacities and the variations in either 
condition are the proof of this situation.
h) The stuffiness of the room interacting only with 
the number of persons present is evaluated higher in the 
uncrowded medium density group, while generally in either 
condition other groups indicate that the room was not stuffy.
i) Although the spatial and social density inter­
action is significant, the crowded group felt more interested 
in the lecture in low and medium density whereas the
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FIG 18_ COMPARISON OF THE MEAN D IS T R IB U T IO N  OF THE RATED 
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' Table 11. Spatial and social density and the post lecture
Ques­
tions
Topic SP F ratio NP F ratio Inter­
action 
F ratio
1 Group density evalu­
ation 12.46*** 7.69*** 2.04
..2, _.gpatial discomfort
evaluation 75.08*** .112 4.2*
3 Rated other people 
known well 2.47 11.6*** 2.79*
4 Desire to leave 28.75*** 8.72*** 8.19***
5 Females rated 
interaction 7.59** 4.42* 2.54
6 Males rated
interaction J 2.83 4.85** 1.59
7 Rated heat 2.69 6.25** 9.42***
8 Rated stuffiness .245 13.04*** 2.38
9 Rated lecture interest 41.59*** 3.94* 12.89***
* < .05 df 400
** < .01 df ^2' 400
*** < .001 ¥
uncrowded group in the same densities are uninterested, the 
difference in the crowded high density and uncrowded high 
density is negligible, indicating interest in the lecture 
given (see Figure 19).
These results have to be treated with some reserve 
since the variance due to groups was not extracted, that is 
there is some degree of confounding of the experience of 
individuals within "classes" or "lectures". However,
this analysis of variance does take into account all the
individual variation, which is lost when gifoup
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/.means are employed, and provided the weakness of the analysis 
is borne in mind it adds something to the group data used in 
the main analysis. It is not possible to get an orthogonal 
design in such natural circumstances, as timetabled classes 
and the mode of analysis used in this last section of the 
results represents a first attempt to group the data obtained 
in order to see, in very broad terms, how spatial and social 
density are experienced by the individual.
Discussion 2
The correlational findings and the result of 
analysis of variance in the arbitrary treatment of the 
individual ratings were'complementary in some cases, for 
example, the impact of group size and space-persons ratio 
' ohpreceived group density was significant in both analyses, 
but the interrelationship of the variable and their impact 
is different. The results here support Stokols's (1972a) 
suggestion that such difference exists.
In the correlations as in the analysis of variance 
the significant impact of space-persons ratio and not group 
size with the experience of spatial discomfort support Stokols's 
notion that perceived density and perceived spatial inadequacy 
are different experiences; moreover the significant impact of 
group size and not the space-persons ratio on the proportion 
of other students known well, again, not only supports Stokols's 
notion that the impact of the experiences are different, it 
is also a reflection of the reality that the intensity of 
social interaction is very much determined by the density factor 
rather than by the experience of spatial inadequacy.
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Although the correlations do not throw any more 
light on what impact there is on the indices of the 
questionnaire with regard to group size and space-persons 
ratio, the analysis of variance which elicited more infor­
mation from the variations in individual ratings shows, for 
example, that the desire to leave the room varies with 
spatial density with the crowded and uncrowded conditions 
having more importance than social density. This again 
supports Stokol’s idea that individual’s demand for more 
space than is available mediates an aversive feeling which 
enhances the desire to withdraw from the situation. This 
is also the case for satisfaction feeling as measured by 
the interest in the lecture, although there is a significant 
variance in social and spatial density conditions again, 
there was more effect from spatially dense condition than 
there was from social density conditions. Once more this 
supports the notion that the experience of spatial inadequacy 
is different from perceived density and that the two 
variables as postulated by Loo (1974) act differently.
On females and males participation, however, there 
is a contrast between the results of analysis of variance 
in this classroom survey and the experimental study, indi­
cating that in the classroom which is a formal, social 
situation, social density affects females more than males 
and produces less cohesion in females with the social environr 
ment than in males. Whereas, in the experimental situation 
with its informal atmosphere, females’ participation was 
higher both in spatial and social density conditions.
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Conclusion 2
The results from the analysis of variance support 
the main findings from the correlations that there are 
differences in perceived crowding and perceived density, 
so that a simple model of crowding is inadequate unless the 
studies took into account the models proposed by Stokols 




GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although factors such as reduction of privacy, 
loss of control over a locale, lack of identification with 
a locale and non achievement of goals, bring the individuals 
living in high density conditions into conflict with their 
spatial social environment, density studies were inconsistent 
in showing this relationship, because so much of conflicts 
is confounded at the level of social economic and edu­
cational fluctuations inherent in urban communities. The 
studies which have been done give a broad view of the 
processes which relate to social psychological breakdowns 
in high density urban areas but do not make clear what high 
density is or if it is a stressor in itself.
As it was indicated in the introduction, density, 
in this report, was viewed as a disproportionate ratio of 
space to persons and persons to space, and in this study 
the view of Stokols (1972a, 1972b) that this situation leads 
to the experience of spatial limitation (being crowded) 
which is an aversive experience, and the view of Loo (1973) 
who elaborated on this experience by proposing the concept 
of spatial density, that is varying spaces to constant 
number of persons, and social density which is varying 
number of persons in constant spaces, were supported. For 
example, the finding of the classroom survey, that groups 
with 13 sq. ft space per person considered the classroom 
as being too small for comfort in comparison to other groups 
who had more space per person, is a support of Stokols'
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notion that the experience of spatial limitation is psycho­
logically unpleasant. Although no impact was found on the 
indices as asked by the questionnnaire in relationship with 
this unpleasant space-persons ratio, it is plausible that, 
if the 50 minutes' duration of the lecture known to the 
students could have been extended with the students' know­
ledge, perhaps the stressfulness of the occasion could have 
been shown.
The finding of this survey, that the relationship 
between numbers of persons present and decrease in the 
proportion of other students known well, can be interpreted 
as supporting the view held by some urban sociologists that 
in the lives of urban dwellers there is an emotional as 
opposed to a material poverty (Sennet, 1970). Not only is 
this an indication that population density enhances loose 
personalistic exchanges (Foa, 1971), which facilitates 
asocial behaviour, it also justifies the generalisation of 
behavioural sink phenomenon postulated by Calhoun (1962), 
who reported behavioural disruption as the rat population 
increased to human urban environment.
Mugging, vandalism, delinquency, apathy, etc., 
enhanced by feeling of anonymity as a result of loose per­
sonalistic exchanges associated with high population den­
sity is not exactly far from the reality that populous 
urban environment,or for that matter any environment (Valins 
& Baum, 1973), is the simulation of behavioural sink pheno­
menon. Now in order to diminish this anonymity which is 
an indication of uninvolvement with the population at large 
in a given area, and to increase interrelationship with
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feeling of cohesion the results of the experimental study 
in this report, perhaps, is a clue for the management of 
human relationships, living in aggregates, or brought 
together for a variety of purposes.
The spatial density experiments which resulted 
in statistical significance in perceived similarity of 
same sex and other sex interaction level at an optimal 
spatial density of 43 sq. ft per person as opposed to 9, 18 
or 80 sq. ft per person, supports the concept put forward 
by Loo (1974) that unconventional spatial and social 
environment influences the individual social behaviour.
This finding not only indicates that in social and spatial 
planning of living settings, the individual needs to feel 
in equilibrium with the social and spatial environment of 
their residences, but also indicates that in the settings 
where there are mixed groups, the overall space per person 
and persons in space is an influential factor in facili­
tating interrelationship and reducing the different social 
norms, postulated by Icarlin et al. (1976) which governs 
the sexes interaction.
Having found an optimal ratio of space to per­
sons, as another spatial cue determining the social 
behaviour in a mixed group, there is no doubt that as 
Hall (1966) postulated, there are cultural norms associated 
with social-spatial behaviour, therefore it is my judgment 
that the conventionality of the spatial and social environ­
ment not only is psychological but it cultural too.
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Conclusion
Multidimensionality of crowding phenomenon,
it
though/ makes it difficult to investigate, at least is an 
indication that psychology is no longer an isolated field 
measuring only an individual's presumed characteristics 
and instead is rather concerned with identifying the 
individual characteristics within the settings in which 
behaviour occurs (Barker, 1968). Wicker (1973) in con­
ceptualising this process of behaviour-settings congruence, 
suggested that operant learning (that is learning under the 
influence of reinforcements), observational and instruc­
tional learning (that is going along with the stabilised 
patterns of behaviour) behaviour setting (that is main­
taining adequate need satisfaction in the environment) and 
finally social exchanges (that is evaluating the saliency 
and selecting relationships with others) contribute to the 
formation of individual experiences in connection with the 
settings.
Having considered such attributes as the deter­
minants of personal experiences, that is the stimulus or 
stimuli that motivate individuals to feel and behave in a 
certain way, it remains to identify or encode factors which 
interact with personal experiences. This, actually, is 
possible by a functional interactionalist approach (Fried­
man & Juhas, 1974), that is focusing on the involvement of 
individual and multitude of nonisolatable variables which 
are present at a given time and space.
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In this report, I have given a collection of 
examples in which the above method has been applied to 
investigate the crowded individual's feelings and behaviour, 
for example, variables such as: odour, noise, atmospheric 
conditions, proxemics, architectural details, architec­
tural designs, situational norms, aesthetic character­
istics, cultural norms, social, educationa^, economic 
level, number of people and spatial availability have been 
distinguished as necessary stimuli which are in inter­
action with individual's experiences at a given time and
space. The message mediated in this interaction is a state
the
of equilibrium or disequilibrium in/individual with the 
social and spatial environment of the setting as an entity. 
Therefore, the application of crowding concept derived from 
animal studies is justifiable, but, as reviewed, the inves­
tigators of crowding phenomena have been studying the indi­
vidual or groups as individual by manipulating only a few 
variables, and only in either crowded or noncrowded con­
ditions to find stress inherent in these situations. Per­
haps the approaches, if one was able to control the indi­
vidual experiential dimensions or multitude of variables in 
interaction with his or her experience, would yield a 
comprehensive finding.
Therefore, it is considered that the problem of 
identifying behavioural cues or abnormality as a result of 
crowding is two fold: first, there is not yet a compre­
hensive stress model of crowding; second, if found, it is 
not possible to generalise it unless confounding cultural
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variations are accounted for. Freedman (1973) concluded 
that crowding, per se, does not have any significant effect 
on mental illness, disease, riot, war or drug addictions in 
humans. Here, one has to be aware that this is underesti­
mating the problems associated with the mismanagement of 
human relationships, enhanced by unaccustomed and uncon­
ventional spatial-social environment of populous cities.
The crowding models so far, with their contri­
bution in eliciting the unaccounted diemsnions of inter­
action with human experiences, have not been putting 
pragmatic models as to what spatial-social environment is 
favourable in the enhancement of responsible relationship 
between humans. Although, Choi et al. (1976) have sug­
gested that crowding is a cognitive state, determined by 
necessary condition (density) and sufficient conditions 
(socialphysical, environmental and personal factors), still 
there is the problem of determining what is a conventional 
condition in which individuals are not in conflict with 
their experience of spatial-social environment.
Having said this, it is important that in labor­
atory studies of crowding experiences, instead of looking 
at crowding effect only in groups of crowded and noncrowded,
which is rather a difficult task with the available tech- 
the
niques and/multidimensionality of the crowding phenomenon, 
we should be looking at what is a conventional spatial- 
social environment in which interrelationships and social 




STUDYING THE FACTORS IMPORTANT IN A CROWDED SETTING
In the attempt to investigate the experience of 
spatial inadequacy (crowding), this preliminary experiment was 
conducted to determine if crowding variables as studied 
on American student populations, can hold a valid ground 
when studied on a British student population.
The variable investigated, that is, spatial 
availability, was manipulated by using a small and a 
large room, and taking into account confounding variables 
such as: spatial position (Steinzor, 1950); proximity
(Hall, 1966); atmospheric condition (Griffitt & Veitch,
1971): architectural details (Desor, 1972) and social
density (Loo, 1973). The hypotheses were that:
Hypothesis one - There would be an experience of more 
general discomfort in the small room than in the large 
room.
Hypothesis two - There would be an experience of more task 
dissatisfaction in the small room than in the large room.
Hypothesis three - There would be too many people 
experienced in the small room rather than in the large 
room.
Hypothesis four - There would be more atmospheric com­
plaints in the small room than in the large room.
Hypothesis five - There would be a preference for larger 
rooms rather than for small rooms.
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Method
Subjects were 14 undergraduates comprised of 
males and females, and were recruited either by direct 
approach or a letter was sent to them, using the depart­
ment’s student list, asking if they were interested in 
taking tests concerned with Art and Design judgment. 
Subjects then in groups of seven mixed sex, one group at 
a time, were assigned to a small and large room to do 
the Art and Design judgment tests, each taking not more 
than 30 minutes. After the tests, a multiple choice 
questionnaire was handed out to elicit the effect of 
the experimental conditions. The scores on the tests 
were not used to determine any differences between the 
groups’ experiences of the rooms, because, in another 
study (Freedman et al. (1971) reported that crowding did 
not impair the performance on unsocial tasks, therefore 
the only data relevant to the aim of the study, that is 
the responses to the multiple choice questionnaire, were 
taken into account for analysis.
Apparatus
The experimental settings were two rectangular, 
windowless rooms, opposite each other in the Psychology 
Department^measuring 8.3 x 5.4 ft (small) and 11.7 x 8.5 ft 
(large) with walls 12 ft high, in the small room there was 
an overall 6.4 sq. ft and in the large room 14.2 sq. ft 
space per person. The tests used were Meier (1940) Art 
judgment test. Grave (1946) Design judgment test, and the
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multiple choice questionnaire (see Appendix B), aimed at 
finding the frequency of the responses in relation to 
hypotheses.
Procedure ^
In the first run a group of seven subjects (group 
A), were first directed into the large room and were asked 
to do the Art judgment test (as a time filler), in 30 
minutes; when the task was finished they were asked to leave 
the room and enter the opposite room which was smaller, 
and were given the design judgment test (again as a time 
filler). After 30 minutes, when the task was over, the 
multiple-choice questionnaire was handed out and they were 
asked, while seated, to go through the items of the ques­
tionnaire and tick only one choice from the choices given 
in each item that they felt it mattered to them. In the 
second run, the same procedure as above was adopted for 
another group of seven subjects (group B), with the dif­
ference that instead of going to the large room first, they 
were directed to the small room to do the Art judgment 
test and then into the large room to do the design judgment 
test, which, when it was over, was followed by handing out 
the multiple choice questionnaire.
After the experiments, subjects were briefed on 




The smallness of the samples, providing limited 
data on the indices as asked by the questionnaire, with no 
degrees of freedom,plus the problems of intercorrelation of 
the choices in the questionnaire items, made it of doubtful
value to attempt wider statistical treatments. However,
i
some of the responses to choices indicating discomfort, in 
each group and for each room, when added together, resulted 
in a higher frequency in the small room than in the large 
room (see Table A), indicating simply that crowding mattered 
to them. !
Table A. Room size and discomfort frequency responses
Selected discomfort choices 
from the questionnaire
Frequency of Frequency of 
the responses the responses 









Q1. Was your general 
comfort less? 0 2 3 3
Q4&5. Were there too many 
people? 0 1 0 0
Q6&7. Atmospheric complaints 
Stuffy 1 1 3 . 0
Hot 0 1 2 1
Q8&9. How you preferred
the room:
with less people 0 1 1 0
larger 2 1 2 2
with windows 4 4 3 4
Total 7 11 14 10
Room discomfort differences Group A 11-7 = 4 Group B 14-10=
119
Discussion
This simple finding, that the frequency of 
responses of both groups to the physical attributes of 
crowding was higher in the small room than in the large 
room, is in agreement with the general assumption that 
such attributes enhance negative feelings, but as the 
nature of the task was unsocial and the questionnaire's
I
items were just seeking simple value judgment with regard 
to the importance of the physical variables, it was decided 
that another pilot study should be conducted, in which the 
variables were both physical and social.
1 2 0 ;
APPENDIX B
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT: POST EXPERIMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Q.l. Did you find your general comfort became less 
during :
Test in the large room 
Test in the small room 
Both
Not at all. I










Q.4. Did you feel that in a large room:
There are too many people 
The test bores you 
Nothing special 
Comfortable 
Q.5. In the small room you found that:
There were too many people 
The test bores you 
Nothing special 
Comfortable
1 2 1 .




It did not matter.




It did not matter.
Q.8. Would you have preferred the large room: 
If therewas a window 
If it was larger
If it had less people in it
If it was painted blue.
Q.9. Would you have preferred the small room:
If there was a window 
If it was larger 
Had less people in it 
Was painted blue.
1 2 2 .
APPENDIX C






Please decide on ranking your feelings on the following 
questions :
1. How informal was the discussion in your group?
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 . 9
2. How co-operative were your group in discussing the 
subj ects?
very 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
uncooperative cooperative
3. How willingly do you think the group took part in 
the discussion?
, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  very
willingly unwillingly
4. Could you easily join in the discussion?
u^^Isily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
5. Were youable to express your views?
at^all 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ^^^h
6. How did you find the situations?
boring 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 interesting
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7. How eager were the girls to take part in the discussion? 
very eager 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  not at all keen
8.-•''How eager were the boys to take part?
curious^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  very curious
9. How often did the others make it difficult for you to 
participate in the discussion?
very often 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  not at all
10. How helpful do you think the advice was that your 
group gave?
helpful^ 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9
11. How many should the group have had in it to get 
the best result?










Please answer the questions on this form by indicating on 
the scale given with each question how you felt; you should 
ring the point on the scale which corresponds with feelings. 
If you wish to add any comment please do so in the space on 
the back of this form.
1. Did you find the discussion interesting?
very boring x x x x x x x x x  very interesting
2. How easy did you find it to express your views in 
the discussion?
very often x x x x x x x x x  not at all
3. How many people should the group have in it to give 
the best result?
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20
4. How eager were the girls to take part in the discussion? 
very eager x x x x x x x x x  not keen at all
5. How eager were the boys to take part in the discussion? 
not keen at all x x x x x x x x x  very eager
6. Did you find the group you were in too large or too 
small for comfort?
very large x x x x x x x x x  very small
125.
APPENDIX E
PERSONS AND THE SPACE-PERSON RATIOS IN THE CLASSROOM SURVEY
Groups Number of Persons Space-persons r;
1 9 64.22 sq. ft
2 13 28.76 sq. ft
3 14 29.14 sq. ft
4 15 32.07 sq. ft
S 16 37 sq. ft
6 15 39.47 sq. ft
7 22 20.72 sq. ft
8 20 21.6 :5q. ft
9 22 19.22 sq. ft
10 22 75.25 sq. ft
11 23 40.95 sq. ft
12 26 22.77 sq. ft
13 27 21.93 sq. ft
14 29 13.36 sq. ft
IS 29 14.89 sq. ft
16 32 28.12 sq. ft
17 34 17.41 sq. ft
18 47 13.05 sq. .ft
19 51 40.49 sq. ft
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Please answer the questions on this form by indicating on 
the scale given with each question how you felt; you 
should ring the point on the scale which corresponds with 
feelings. If you wish to add any'comment please do so in 
the space on the back of this form.
1. Would the number of students at this lecture seem to 
be about right, or are there too many or too few in 
the group?
Too many x x x x x x x x x  too few
2. Is this room too large or too small for comfort with 
a group of this size?
Too large x x x x x x x x x  too small
3. What proportion of the other students at this lecture 
do you know well?
All x x x x x x x x x  none
half
(indicate number on the scale above)
4. If it had been possible to leave during this lecture 
without interrupting the class would you have liked 
to do so?
not at all x x x x x x x x x  very much
12 7.
5. Did the girls in the group ask many questions 
during the lecture?
A great many x x x x x x x x x  none at all
6. Did the boys in the group ask many questions during 
the lecture?
A great many x x x x x x x x x  none at all
7. Is the temperature of this room comfortable?
Too hot x x x x x x x x x  too cold 
comfortable
8. Do you think this room is stuffy at the moment?
Not at all  ^ rn
stuffy x x x x x x x x x  very stuffy
9. Is the topic discussed during this lecture one which 
interests you? i
Not at all x x x x x x x x x  very much
10. Would you have preferred to have had this lecture 
in another room and if so which one?
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APPENDIX G
TABLE OF MEANS FOR THE CROWDED AND UNCROWDED GROUPS IN THE
CLASSROOM SURVEY
Q.l.
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
5.10 (34) 5.86(164) 6.08 (105)
5.03 (36) 4.96(40) 5.61 (50)
Q.2.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
4.77 (39) 5.42 (163) 5.45 (104)
4.13 (36) 3.32 (40) 3.58 (50)
Q.3.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
3-74 (39) 4.86 (166) 5.74 (105)
5.08 (36) 5.15 (41) 5.64 (50)
Q. 4.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
2.21 (39) 2.83 (105) 2.95 (104)




SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft. 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
7.31 (34) 7.87 (103) 7.67 (104)
6.444 (36) 7.25 (40) 7.42 (50)
Q.6.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
5.82 (34) 6.78 (161) 6.96 (103)
5.7917 (36) 5.75 (40) 6.86 (50)
Q.7.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
4.56 . (39) 4.32 (164) 3.52 (104)
3.34 (36) 4.875 (40) 4.46 (50)
Q.8.
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
3.43 (39) 4.37 (165) 3.47 (105)
3. 21 (36) 5.225 (40) 3.1 • (50)
Q.9.__
NP
SP per person 
13-33 sq. ft 
37-75 sq. ft
Table of Means 
9-16 20-29 32-51
2.56 (31) 3.53 (165) 3.71 (104)
5 (36) 6.12 (41) 3.76 (50)
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